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? "I dida't buy one, I think its
terrible." "It was too monoto--;
- nous." "There were stupid
captions and wasted space in
it""It lacked professional-- --.ism." "Ifs not worth four
dollarsl!"
i The 'if in all of these quotes
refers to the Index, and they .
were students' responses to.'
the question: How do you feel
about the latest issue of the
" Index! . . 7
Holly Miller, editor of the
newest available edition of the
Index explained some of the
problems she had during the
year. Perhaps 1 her biggest
' problem was the size of
.
her
staff which consisted of only
three ; people: a business
manager, a head photogra-phe- r,
and herself. " ; :
Not only was she hindered
by a tiny staff, "but also
because there were numerous --
problems with the Taylor r
t
Printing Company. Milter, did
.
'hot have a signed contract
until three fourths of the way
through fall quarter last year.
By this time, many of the
people who had expressed a
desire to help with the book
had lost interest.- - '
.
'
Taylor .'did not - get ' an
Michael Stanley (here) and
McGaw audnce. Photo by
Both Bodies
editor's kit containing layout
equipment to Holly until
Christmas break, so there was
little work she could do prior to
that time,
U Whenv asking , for lists of
names of - section" members,
..MiHerCdid notget a response
;frorp some people though she
' made several attempts during
the summer to contact them.
Along the same lines; "she did
' not ': get co-operat- ion 'from
organization heads when
asking for notices Of upcoming
events, or Independent cover-
age. --
.'
-
Holly, however, made some-mistake- s
of her own: There
were no printing errors by the
company, and the sports
headlines which seemed out of
place. Miller classifies as "poor
layout techniques." :"
.
..
The deadline for the final
mailing of pages was June 30
of this year. The last pages-wer- e
.
finally'; mailed to '- - the :
printer c August 1. Half of
the book was completed over
the summer. l "
In a desperate search - to(
remedy the shortage of
photographers and pictures.
Holly turned to friends for
help,and as a result,, there are
his band wowed a packed
Mark Snyder.
"Heard
; many pictures similiar to one
another, or repeated from past
years.
Ms. Miller 'wishes .to stress
i that all final decisions on the
book were hers. She feels
badly "that others are being
falsely accused for her deci-
sions, and takes full responsi-
bility. She noted that, "Noth-
ing can be done to change this
year's book. The comments,
however, can change next
year's book, so that errors
won't be repeated."
When asking this year's
editor Jim VanHorn what to
expect from the next Index he
replied, "Nearly every aspect :
of the yearbook will be
changed. We ' have a very
innovative imaginative, and
talented staff, that plans to do
all of - the things out of the .
ordinary for a yearbook."
!-
- ' Changes. are- - noticeable al-- --
. ready-- , when comparing - the :
Index work completed now to
. the Index work completed one
year ago. VanHorn has a staff
of 30 including 16 photogra
- phers. Besides Jim, the staff is
headed by Barb Hubler, busi
continued on page 12
Octobeirfest os a
V by Judi Miller .
"But I really can't polka!"
"Bier her! Bier her! Oder ich
'fall urn!"
"Lett foot shuffle, right foot
shuffle, now girls spin!" Mun-
ich's Theresa Wiese? No the
scene was Babcock's annual
Octoberfest Saturday evening.
The first Octoberfest, held in
Munich in 1870 was a ten-da- y
celebration for the marriage of
the Duke of Bavaria. It was so
successful the happy Muench-ner- s
(with the help of a few
tourists!) turned it into an
annual event
The Wooster festivities be-
gan with a torchlight proces- -
- sion of the bridal party,
winding its way across camp-
us, through the Kauke arch
and back to Babcock. Profes-
sor Richard Figge performed
the ceremony in German, unit-
ing the happy couple, Mina
Roustayi and Sergio D'Ono-fri- o.
They turned to greet the
guests and the celebration was
underway,
, The "Umpah Band", under
the direction of senior Dave
Young, provided ' the
.
lively
ly
w
9
Babcock's Octoberfest
activities. Photo by Barb Shell!.
music. - Polkas, waltzes and
schottishes sounded as the
dancers gracefully (?) spun
around the room.
Carol Bogart, Use Vogel,
Sergio D'Onofrio and Don
' Leake were on hand to show
the crowd a few new steps.
After a couple of false .starts,
everyone was moving to cries
of "Left foot front, right foot
back, right foot front and left ,
across!"
Taking a break from the
dancing, some grabbed a cup
of cider or beer, a few pretzels
and radishes and wandered
into the main lounge. There
they could relax for a few
minutes, listening to Don
Snow at the piano. - Later, a
group joined for a sing-a-lon- g.
Kudos go to Michaele Tar-v- er
and . Ruth . Nader who
coordinated the Octoberfest
as part of the Internationa!
Festival. Their committee
members, Tim Lammers and
Bob Reid (food), Harry Apsis
(beer), Cyd Fane (decora- - '
tions), Kathy Heller (publicity),
Nancy Hofstetter (wedding
ceremony) and Kate Salovaara
(torch procession' '- - name
highlighted last weekend's
Success
but a few put in many hours
preparing for . the evening.
Their hard work was rewarded
by a turnout of almost 300
Octoberfesters.
LCB to
Plan Trips
byTraceyDils
Joan Blanchard, L C. B.
Travel Committee chairperson
announced that a trip to
Quaker Square is being plan-
ned for November 5th. Quaker
Square, a shopping develop-
ment in Akron, features many
unique restaurants and bou-
tiques. The tour will leave from
Lowry after lunch on Satur-
day, November 5, at 1 p.m.
and is scheduled to arrive, in
Akron by 150. After a day of
shopping and dinner, . the
group will return from Quaker
Square at 6.00, arriving at
Lowry by 650.
In addition to the Quaker
Square trip, the Travel Com-
mittee is planning a number of
trips for Winter Term. On
January 20 22nd, the com-
mittee has planned a trip to
continued on page 12
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Food
editorial
Service
We'd like to commend Food Service on two recent
moves which demonstrate their responsiveness to
the student' community: the initiation ofvthe poll
regarding Mom's truck stop and the trial addition of
vegetarian options to the line.
Mr. Raber, last week, expressed his willingness to
meet student needs, and by allowing students to
place selected vegetarian-oriente- d items on the line,
he's backed up those' words , with constructive
action. If we support these options, meals like the
vegetarian peppers served Wednesday could be-
come regular choices." "
Foodservice has also taken the lead in putting
outabll on Mom's Truck Stop. Rather than waiting
for students to come to them with complaints,
they've taken the initiative in attempting to ferret
out, on their own, any problems that might exist
with what we feel is an already-fin- e system in
operation at Mom's. . ' V ,
The burden is ours, now. Give yourselves a pat on
the back for responding in large numbers to our
Food Service poll last week; we received over 100
completed surveys. But if we don't support the
vegetarian options put before us during the next
week, all the work involved in bringing those
options to the students will have been wasted. Food
Service is giving us what we said we-wanted-n- on a
trial basis. It's up to us to ensure that we don't let
these proposals die for lack of support.
- Oh- -a word about the Food Service survey.
Granted,' a vegetarian option each day drew near
continued on page three
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Dear Editor "
We would like to clear up
some poor, misconceptions
concerning the-photography-st- aff
of last year's Index. It is
unfortunate that Jennifer
Grant's Letter to the Editorof
last week reflects some popu-
lar rumors regarding the
motivation of the contributing
photographers as ''doing
nothing more than producing
a family album for their, own
personal enjoyment." We
notified Ms. Grant prior to the
publication of that letter that
this statement was incorrect,
yet she allowed it to be printed
anyway. To remind her, and
Index
Dear Editor,
.
Now that everyone is aware
of the circumstances leading
up to the blatant show of
favoritism, among the Index
photos, I would like to direct
some criticism toward Ms.
Holly Miller, the editor (who
owes a big apology to the
women whose . pictures she
used) and the remainder of the
staff.
.
. My first question is: why did
the editor not push the photo-
graphy staff to take a greater
number of pictures, and vof
more . varied subjects? It is
hard for me to believe that
others, of the TRUTH of the
situation, we would like
.
to
make the following statement:
Decisions
The Index employed only
ONE photographer last year.
We, the undersigned, were
not on the Index staff at any
time. Editor Holly Miller
asked us in June of last year . ;
to contribute any of our own ,
personal shots for use by
the Index. We did so, :
unaware of the fact that all
but one or two would be
used. Apparently, the Index,
was seriously lacking candid '
photographs and Holly
intended - to fill in . blank
30-so- me pages contained
sports photos 2 and 3 years old ,
and that many others had to
be used from the files of
personal friends. (Did you run
out of film???)
My second question is: why
are not all names listed below
candid shots and group
tures? The "friends" spoken of
are just as important as the
names of the editor's cronies.
If any names are to ; be
included, then so should all
others. A yearbook should be
as consistent as possible.
I would also like to express
my dismay concerning the
'f: Editorial:!;S:ki
Vote on W ov. 8
--We all hear the Dlea every year, but that doesn't
make it any less imperative. Please-o- n November
8-- register and vote! '
Ohio has "instant reeistration" this year, and if
you're not registered in your home precinct, there's
no excuse for not taking ten minutes i out 01 your
Tiipsdav-t- n vote for candidates and issues. 'Don't
know where to vote? Check page ; there's a precinct
map and a list showing every student living in
College housing where to vote, xou can register ai
the same time as you vote.
Wooster s Democratic Uoaiiuon aeserves praise ,
for effecting the registration of 65 of the 146 College
students already- - registered to vote. Even that .
number is smalt though, compared to the number of
Wooster students who can-a-nd should-- be regis-
tered to vote here next Tuesday.
Too often,, little interest is . shown in the
candidates or issues until after the election; then,
complaints about this official or that statute are all
to frequent, Too, often, college students are stereo-
typed as, living for the moment, irreversibly
apathetic about the issues which will directly affect
their lives in the future. V ;
We have the opportunity to make our voices
heard, individually and collectively, if well only take
the initiative. Make yourself heard on Tuesday-regi-ster
and vot-e- in Wooster, at home, or by
ballot. :absentee : :
4.
'. pages with our work. Our '.
photographs were sub--.
' mitted at that time on the
condition - that our names
- were-liste- d as contributors.
r That, they were. H owever,
to our amazement, the com-plet- ed
book appeared as if
we, as "contributing photo--
'
; graphers", had planned "a
yearbook for our own enjoy--
; ment - ; - '
. Please, understand our
predicament,-an- d help us to
prevent : further unwarranted
criticism. ;. --;
.... Joan Blanchard
Robin Light
; Ellen ThomasQuestioned
layout I always thought those
; creatures grappling on mats
were male wrestlers, not
" female athletes as the title
suggests. The same principle
of matching photos with titles
applies to the field hockey
squad referred to ' as "Men
have winning season". You
know, ifs funny but I always
though baseball players used
wooden bats instead of a
3-iron...ln-
deed, after - all the
matching exercises American
children go through in public
schools, I'm amazed that such
a simple :coricept "cannot be
grasped by the managing
editor of a college yearbook.
There was, overall, a lack of
continuity throughout the
book,- - which led to consider-
able confusion when reading
it Pictures appeared from all
activities throughout all sec-
tions of the yearbook (some
even appeared twice). Explan-
ations of events,,written with-o- ut
enthusiasm or wit and at a
high school level, were --common
in most sections and even
absent in othersl What,,
for example, was the "Greek
Tragedy'' performed at Woo-
ster? ( saw no play title, names
of actors, or the location of the
event .'" .', ."'
. There . was no common
theme for the yearbook. Not
even a simple, chronological
order or calendar existed for
the year's variety of events.
I pity the folks in Admis-
sions, eyeing prospective stu-
dents leafing through the '
1376-197- 7 Index. These visi-- "
tors wi!l probably assume from
the candids "that only 12
people attend the College of
Wooster; that women play
male varsity sports (or vice,
versa?); that special groups of
people can have their names
printed but the others' names
are not known on campus; and .
that a bunch of incompetents
threw the - whole thing to--
gether in a matter of days.
JBut most of all, I pity the
: graduating class of 1 977, Why ,
couldn't their last year be the
,.-
- v
' continued
Food Service
continued from page two
unanimous support from students responding to the
survey, and we think that such an option should beinitiated as soon as it is feasible. But that shouldn'tbe cause for any great alarm on the part of FoodService. It seems to us that by simply realigning the
meals and cycles already offered, at least one
vegetarian option could be placed on the menu eachday. :-.t- : - ,.:
The main thrust of our efforts, then, should be to
support the vegetarian options now being offered If
we do, we have every reason to expect that well seethose options in the future-o- n a regular basis.
An ii Abortion Reply
Dear Editor:
.
This is in answer to the
pro-aborti- on letters pub--
iisnea in your last issue.
These letters show so basic a
lack of understanding that
inev necessitate nor m nuinc
reply, but rather some long
term education that will put
the many aspects of this
question in . perspective. I
should first however, like to
. reply point by point to the
letters, before venturing on
, First, i would like to show
-- agreement with at least one
of the points made in the
Sanborn letter: the pro-lif- e
effort is one that is full of
passion, for nothing calls
t forth, pasion more quickly
than a stance that has com-
passion at its root.
. As to the assertion that
abortion is a private matter.
this is most emphatically
false. It must be of some
concern to at least one other
person: the baby. But we
must go runner tnan tms and
demand to know why it is
that the . father has no
interest in his children: why
it is that the grandparents
must remain totally devoid of
interest; why it is that the
little one's brothers and
sisters are to answer in the
negative when they are :
asked whether or not they
are their brother's keeoen
why the doctors and nurses
aeaicaiea
-
10 ine preservation
...
vi 1110 iiiui loiiiam viimoiy
aloof to the woman's
decision;
.
why it is that
everyone with whom she will
subsequently come in-con- tact
will have a complete
disinterest in the effects that
will inevitably attach"
themselves to her person; in
a word, how have we
suddenly come to decide, as --
a ; society, that any action
much less one with the
enormous implications of
abortion, ; can be totally
divorced i, from everything ;
else, and become entirely a --
private affair..
ims is an argument, in
fact, that has long since been
abandoned by anyone who
has taken but a moment to
draw - it out . to its logical
conclusion. I shall offer only
Acts
one rebuttal to so specious
an argument for it is a
rebuttal so very true that
there cannot be a single
person to whom it is not
immediately obvious. This
infallible argument is best
summed up in the words of
John Donne: '
NO MAN IS AN ISLAND.Second, to compare
abortion with a tooth
extraction is to draw so
superficial an analogy that it
fails in every essential point
The most important thing to
point out is that no one dies
in a tooth extraction; for
every abortion there is at
least one death, and more
often than the abortionists
care to admit two deaths. It
is so apparent a fact that I can
contort page 5
Trapp ing
Dear Editor,
After years of trying to have
Ohio's legislature act on
passing measures to ban pain-
ful trapping devices, people
sensitive to the unnecessary
cruelty of the leg-ho- ld trap
have been forced to use the
i initiative petition process to
accomplish directly what their
legislators could not or re-
fused to, do. We already have
an ungainly constitution in
, Ohio, and mis way is regret-
table. However, constitutional
amendment now is the only
way and we who are con-
cerned about this torture see
no reason to wait longer for an
ideal situation.
Many people feel threatened
by the amendment They have
read far-reachi- ng conse-
quences into its passage.
Many side issues have been
blown into fears of all trapping
being banned, of people being
taken to court for setting a
mouse - trap, or of being
charged with twenty offenses
if caught with a trap line of
twenty leg-hol- d traps, to men-
tion a few. Trapping will still
continue; the mouse trap and
rat. traps are designed as
"instant or quick-kil- l" traps
and will not be banned. The
Twenty leg-ho- ld traps on one
trap line would be one
c::jsc;.3R Fnoervsm ec:.in;jr:;;
SIvfiTEDOAIlD
PROM THE pfOPLE WHO
BTOU&HT TOO 7RIS
REARYIEWf
nlKROK
HEADLIGHTS
EMERGENCY BRAKE
AIRBAG
r"v
AS30R&NG BUMPER
Abortion
Dear Editor,
I write concerning the issue
of the advertisement which
appeared in a recent issue of
the Voice, stirring up a hor
ro?r P9m.'A' 1977 .WOOSTR VOICE, page 3
S--W V2r? --71 v
Issue No.2
The distinguished palaeo-
ntologist, Fairfield Osborn,
.said of the United States, "the
story of one nation in the last
century as regards the use of
forests, grasslands, wildlife
and water sources is the most
violent and the most destruc-
tive of any written in the long
history of civilization. The
velocity of events is unpar-
alleled and we today are still so
near to it that it is almost
impossible to realize what has
happened or far more im-
portant what is still happen-
ingActually it is the story of
Abortion: Other Options
Editor, Wooster Voice:
As a member of the Woo-
ster Community, I wish to
comment on your
:
editorial
concerning the abortion ad
which has recently been
brought to my attention. In
making the choice to run the
ad for Akron Women's Clinic
you are taking a pro-aborti- on
stand. Your approval indirectly
encourages young women
who find themselves pregnant
to destroy the fife of another
human being who simply
because of his (her) age and
size - is not granted equal
protection under the law.
There are other alternatives,
r . V ni
Views Too
net's nest of public debate. I
thought I may as well "put my
oar in."
Mr. Coffey seems to be
somewhat reductionist in his
Supported
human energy unthinking and
uncontrolled."
I think we must slow down,
must think of what we are
doing or allowing to happen
and begin to control our
violence against each other,
against our children and
against all other animal life,
here and now in Ohio.
We can begin by supporting
Issue No. 2 with a 'yes' vote.
Sincerely yours,
Kathryn E. Culp
1040 E. Wayne Ave.
"
'l Wooster, Ohio
positive in nature which would
benefit both individuals. And I
find it difficult to believe an
abortion clinic would counsel
someone along.these lines.
I feel that a woman who
finds herself with an untimely
pregnancy would want to do
what is safe and best for her
(No abortion is "safe and
gentle" no matter what the
facilities!) and her unborn
child. Organizations such as
Birthright of Canton (ASS-TOS- S)
provide such positive
alternatives.
Yours truly,
Mrs. Barbara Britton
TTJRN
SIGNAL &
BASHER
Idealistic?
idealss valid as they may be.
What he and many others fail
to realize ' is that it is not
judiciary, decisions or Fascism
that creates the need for
abortions or the abomination
of adoption and Its cohort thejiotorious "Sealed Adoption
File" or the need for public
shame for the irresponsible
couple who, despite birth con-
trol, have illegitimate children
hither, thither, and yon.
It is us; we and our still'
extant prudery, prejudice, and
overall lack of compassion. If
an "illegitimate" child is born,
he most be taken care of by all
concerned, and that means us.
But it is not so. Therefore,
until the philosophical-mor- al
revolution comes, Mr. Coffey,
we must have reasonable al-
ternatives to desperate at-
tempts at auto-abortio- n "or
unsafe abortion.
I do say, however, Mr.
Coffey, dream on I Idealists are
important Someday, a wo-
men with an illegitimate baby
may walk down the street
without shame because you
dared to dream it To all I say,
lefs take .the inhumanity out
from where it lies.. .in usl
Abortions are only necessary
when public opinion demands
it
One last point we must
remember freedom of the
press. If we don't let the clinic
run its ad, we are no better
than a Nazi ourselves. How-
ever, it enrages us or pleases
us, this total freedom is imper-
ative, or we must lose it totally.
I thank you,
David Purdy
Box 2524
Keiocation
of board is
discussed
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in
" response to the recent reloca-
tion of bulletin boards and
.other information devices in .
Lowry Center. I feel that the '
move, as it has been made at
this time, is not in the best
interests of the students.
While I can understand the
need to be selective of the
information which appears on
such devices as the easel and
the light board, and the con--
flict of interest involved in
regulating such information, I
do not understand the justifi-
cation for the removal of all
bulletin boards in Lowry
Center to a less accessible
(dead end) hall.
- This . move has already
caused hardships for student
groups. Due to circumstances
beyond our control, we were
not able to get an announce"
ment in Patpourp for the Most
Happy Telia meeting last
Sunday. So Friday, I made .
several signs and intended to
place them strategically at
meal entrances, etc. I wasn't
allowed to do that, so I put
them on the back bulletin --
boards. I arrived at Lowry on
Saturday, only to find that my
signs had been taken down,
and was informed that it was
com. on page 5 . "
Where Do I Vote?
1E-Dougl-
ass Hall
'Dissman Hall
Severance Art Studios
Westminister House
Troyer House v.";
Scot Cottage
All College Ave Houses
2C-Hold- en Hall -
Howman House
.
Fuller House ;
Stevens House
Miller Manor
Grosjean House
3A- - Wagner Hall
Compton Hall ,
Babcock Hall .
Monyer House
Slater House
Hart House
" -j
4E- - Kenarden Halt '.
Armington Hall
Stevenson Hall
Dunn House
Perspectives at Wooster necessitate re-e- xa m i nation
Dear Editor,
A lot of times we speak
about the difference between
the campus world and the real
world. We'd like to ask some
questions about that
If this isn't the real world we
live in for four years here, is it
the real us thafs living here?
We say we want to learn
something practical, some- -
thinn useful Wo euuallrtuu
lectures full of facts given by
professors. How will facts and
techniques be usefull in the
"real world", in the world after
these four years, if we do not
consider why we want to use
them and if we do not begin
right now?
Isn't it necessary that we
realize that here at Wooster
we are reshaping ourselves,
and that ourselves is a more
"real" part of the world than
any knowledge of the facts?
' How important is it that we
bring more than occupational
skills to our future jobs?
If we accept the goal of
education ourselves to take on
the whole world, shaping our
actions with a perspective
crossing disciplinary lines,
what changes must be made
in a school such as Wooster?
Do we the students bear the'
brunt of the responsibility? Is
educating us as students and
persons mainly the duty of the
faculty andor the administra-
tion? And can we expect that
education to be painless and
Vandals Reprimanded
Dear Editor,--
This is publicly addressed to
those persons responsible for
the vandalism at Westminster
Church House, occurring Oct-
ober 29 and 30: We have
reason to believe that, by the
time one reaches college age,
seventh grade behavior should
have run its course. Shooting
fire extinguishers, the demoli-
tion of a $75.00 sign, and other
"craft' tricks seem fairly
childish. What is most irn-tati-ng
is the fact that such
"adventures" serve no pur--:
pose, save to disturb the land-
scape and personnel. .
We hope, in the future, that
you all will consider the effects
of your pranks. We are a non-
profit agency, and cannot
afford to replace-wh- at you
must consider-toy- s.
Sincerely,
Amanda Watson, . .
Program Director '
and Staff of Big Brothers
Big Sisters
non-involvin- g?
These questions are nothing
new the campus ' has been
discussing them all fall in the
concepts of ; the "intellectual
commu nity" and the "place
apart". And students - are
getting used to hearing that
. we must become involved and
that we must accept the
responsibility to get the most
out of our college years we
may agree, but wonder how
such an intensity of involve- -'
ment fits in with the academic
pressure we feel. Is there a
way to substitute intellectual :
enthusiasm for academic
pressure?
One way to approach"
answers to these questions is
to discuss them. At the least,
; we will relieve our frustrations;
at the most we will discover-peopl- e
who share our con-
cerns and want to work
toward meeting them. Discus-
sion is the. best .way of
clarifying our ownperspec--
. tives, and the . only way of
broadening-ou- r awareness, of .
how we. feel about the world .
and ourselves.
. Perhaps you';-- ' like small
discussions with your closest
friends. Perhaps you discuss
with, faculty and administra-
tion members. If you'd like to
discuss these issues : with a
group of interested students,
watch for announcements of
meetings Sunday at 9:00 p.m.
Past topics of discussion have
been student involvement in
Chile (with Joel. Gajardo), an
evaluation of Wooster's stand-
ards, and ideas for student-planne-d
courses. Future Sun-
days may include discussions
on different kinds of topics,
discussions with faculty or
administrators, or the formula-
tion of some concrete action
It is important to move in any
direction which students feel
led toward. , If you're , inter-
ested, have ideas, please
cornel -
'
- Cathy Personius
-
. . Judi Miller
Lucille Teichert
Dave Wildman
, : : Dave Comstock
' Rachel Cross
Loud Noise Irks Student
Dear Editor, -
J would like to bring up a
. point which I'm sure irks a
great many people: NOISE!!!
'People seemjto think it is
essential to turn their music up .
to ear-shatteri-ng levels. If this
is so, have your ears checked;
maybe you're going deaf. I'm
not, but I will be if the noise
.
continues. .
by Richard W. An
The "childlikeness" of
adults should be admired; their
"childishness" should be
admonished.
trying to sleep! Nor is the place
.for it in your thin-wall- ed room!
You're the only one who has
to hear,, it, not- - the
.
whole
campus! So, please, be
considerate; don't force your
music on anyone else. Keep it
down, and maybejust may-b-e
you'll see your next-do- or
neighbor smile for once. -
There is a time and place for
everything, including loud :
music. The time is NOT at v
midnight when . people are v
Dollar For Thought
Respectfully,
David Purdy
Box 2524
- A moral that is spoken more
than once- - becomes a cliche.
It is a sadness that in our
world luxury has become the
greatest necessity in our living.
Coffey issues reply
. cont from page 3 ;
1 IM a
mention it and indeed would
not mention it but for the
crass ignorance exhibited in
the pro-abortion- ist letters:
that the abortionist has a
vested interest in seeing to it
-- that trim nnmhar nf
abortion is not brought to
light.. . .
i n nrnor tAinrnc nonran
they are to the "head 'em up,
medicine, there is every
assurance in tha world that
abortion mills will do little to
explain - the nature of an
abortion to women, nor to
counsel them as to its
alternatives, nor will they be
in any great hurry to report
amf nasfv fiida-effaet- s. -
. Students, who I know from
personal exoerience are very .
quick to notice the ulterior v-motiv- es
of anyone with
whom they beg to differ, will
hardly be able to ignore the
motive, that of money,-- that
certainly underlies the-specia- l
pleading of the
abortion chambers, once that
motive has been brought to
their attention.
, The third argument that of
children dying of hunger,
cannot have been put forth
seriously. To simply answer
must patiently explain that
few children in the U.S. (this
is tha U.S.' isn't it? I scarcely
recognize it as such) die of
malnutrition. Even with the
highly suspect statistics we
have of abortion complica-
tions we are able to say with
complete confidence that
more women in trie u.5.
today die of abortions than
thorn jtrA nAonla " dvina ofw - r r f
malnutrition, much less
. hunger.; Of . far greater
einnifiranrA to this, ara Li
me m, - nowever, is - mo
realization that it is no
mention poverty, disease.
rana ana Bmnian in ins
same breath is to put them
where they all belong: in one
cateaorv: a verv undesirable
one. To argue, as these
letters do, that one of these
misfortunes is an answer to
another is about as logical as
mntrartino V.D. to aet rid of a
headache. The response,
then proper --to this
ABORTION
rv--n Akron'sLU Clinic
understanding, is an effort to .
do away with everything that
falls within this undesirable
category. To do otherwise is
to sacrifice one of the most
ultimate of values, that of
human life, on the altar of
mere convenience: this i&an
inconvenient baby; please
destroy! ,'; .
To plead that Hitler should
be excluded from the
argument, is of necessity to
ask for permission to put on
blinders. For his logic, it is
inescapably clear, - is the
same: these are the people
'
we don't want-th- e Jews, the
blacks, gypsies, bedwetters,
old ones, those with funny
shaped ears- - they are
inconvenient (they give rise
to poverty, disease, sexual
impurity): destroy theml If.
then, we insist on ignoring
the remarkable similarity of
the logic behind these two
groups of social engineers,
we have already taken the
first step toward the adoption
of a third reich mentality: I
don't want to know what's
going on, just don't bother
me with the facts.
- Finajly, I shall draw
attention to the absurdity of
the assertion that "the real
issue is not whether you
approve of abortion, but
whether you believe there is
a right to advertise a fegal
medical service (sic). This'
statement is patently false,
the very reverse of what its
high-soundi- ng principle
would lead us to believe.. The
important point is not
whether abortion should be
advertised. The only
important point is, in fact,
whether or not you believe in
the practice itself. For the
words on the page do not
destroy life, but they help to
create an environment
within which life can be
taken with impunityl So the
only way in which a person
can rationally support such
an advertisement is if that
support is based on a belief in
the practice itself. If one is
conscientiously opposed to
the practice, the only rational
BEALL AVE
1 ECON-O-WAS- H
-- Jul! North of th Collaoa)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 -- 4:15
Up thru 1 4 Weeks
Most Experienced
V
; Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CUNIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect 0-536-6- 178
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to pro-aborti- on sentiment
position to take is opposition
to every aspect of the
practice that lends it
support. To do otherwise is
to say: of course I oppose
war, but I don't see how that
should prevent me from
working in the munitions
factory. Either one clearly
recognizes the inalienable
right to life (yes, the first
constitutional rights!) may
legitimately be sacrificed to
some other interest
Abortion, then, must
certainly be seen in a larger
context than that allowed by
the frivolity of a student poll.
In order to alert these
students to the philosophical
Publicity area is discussed by Intern
Lowry Center intern Jane
Denovchek explained the new
publicity area thus: ...
- Students look at Lowry
Center as their student union,
and as their student union,
Lowry Center serves as an
information center for events
and activities happening on
campus.
Since 1963 when Lowry
Center was built the Lowry
Center staff has experimented
with several areas of the
building, i.e. the post office
area and the lower promen-
ade, in order to adequately
meet the students' need for
information.
. 'These experimental in-
formation centers have not
been as effective as antici-
pated because of the conges-
tion in the post office area, the
inconvenience of going down-
stairs, to find out what's
happening on campus, and the
fact that only a few organiza-
tions have access to the prime
publicity spots at the front of
the main lobby. v
Since the main lobby was
not designed to accommodate
a major information center and
because the Lowry Center
staff felt that no organization's
publicity should have priority
over another's, the east end
(by line two) of the main floor
has been designated as the
site of the new centralized
' information ara.
The area and the east end of
the main lounge will accom-
modate publicity, sign-up- s,
solicitations and sales as well
as supplement the efforts of
the scheduling office to "get
the word ' out". -- via its wall
calendars and the publication
of Very Weekly. The Lowry
Center staff is currently work
Ride Board
' cont from page 4
because we hadn't listed the
activity with the Scheduling .
Office! These events seriously
hurt attendance at the meet-
ing.
Furthermore, the location of
these bulletin boards is not
conducive to attracting a stu-
dent's attention to an other--.
wise unknown event Stu-
dents may make a trip to these
boards to check times and
locations of events they
already knew about However,
and practical significance of
abortion, as well as to its
dangers, there will, starting
Kia uiaaL annAAV m iuaaLIiiu H9 ..oo rv. poai a "com j
advertisement for the sole
purpose of examining this
question in its many aspects.
Yours in the entirety of Jife.
Robert Coffey
ing with S.G.A. cabinet to
evaluate Potpourri and the
need for daily announcements
in Lowry Center and Kittredge.
Any suggestions for imple-
menting the concept of a
centralized information area or
improving the communication
cont. on page 12
Relocation
the practicality of expecting
the majority of students to go
back every day just to see
what is going on is extremely
questionable.
. Whatever the problems with
the former location of the
bulletin boards, they should be
solved in the best interests of
the students. The present
arrangement effectively stifles
many attempts to publicize
certain student events.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Barker
T ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
V Vegetarian Dinners Served
Our specials: Fresh salads
Tacos Eggplant sandwiches
Aracados Soy burgers
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
o We hare meat, too!
Come see us at
.
or Call us at
131 N. Market 264-476- 7
S-zZl- y Fl3-:- 3 j:37cy reseda
mTcI3CXL3 1 as Sheriff Buford T Justice
NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:00 SUN MATINEE AT 2:00
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The Michael Stanley Band played to a packed house
Saturday, October 30, in McGaw. Photo by Mark Snyder.
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Stanley Band Visits GOW
,
v by John A. Gilbert
"By 7:00 on Saturday night, it
.was,.obvious that something
big was happening at McGaw
Chapel. A line of people had
formed from . the McGaw
' entrance all the way back to .
Andrews Library. Indeed,
something big was happening.
On Saturday night, the Mi--
chael Stanley band performed
at McGaw Chapel.
Before the concert, I was
skeptical and not without
good reason. Jonah Kolson,
Michael Stanley's lead guitar- -
" ist, had left the band. Not only
was Jonah the author of such
MSB favorites as "Strike Up
the Band," "Ladies' Choice."
and "Nothings Gonna
Change My Mind," but Jo-
nah's stage presence was
always strongly felt at the
band's concerts. His flamboy-
ant attire and powerful lead
guitar always seemed as much
a part of an MSB concert as
Michael himself. -- Tonight's
concert would determine
whether MSB would continue
its career as a top-notc- h rock
9X3
1.99
1jb9
Y TNBU SUNVAT -
band or fold in the absence of
Jonah Kolson. -- "
The lights went down,
drawing an enthusiastic cheer
from the crowa "Okay, we're
going to start with an old
one," Michael said, and the
concert was underway. The
new guitarist (whose name
seems to be unknown by
anyone on ' tho Wooster
campus) apparently fit right in.
Jonah's flamboyant attire was
replaced by a series of spins,
steps, and other catchy stage
. movements by the new guita-
rist "Moving Right Along" was
the real test, however. "Mov-
ing" has always been one of
the band's best instrumentals,
and only a very capable guitar-
ist could have handled the
take-ov- er the way Michael's
new guitarist did. Any familiar-
ity that was tost with Jonah's
departure was replaced with a
freshness and enthusiasm
displayed by the new guitarist
The band went on to do
excellent versions of "lnde-nanrient- fv
Wealthv" "Noth
ing's Gonna Change My
certainly contain no heavy
message. What I have gained
are "a wealth of experiences
and a headfull of memories.
Thafs where my music is. '"
; You know, I couldn't even
begin to remember everyone
I've met or everything thafs
happened along the way. and
trying to record them in songs
is like trying to catch snow- -
Mind" (dedicated to Jonah),
and "Have Yourself a Good
Time." By the time MSB got
to playing "One Good Rea-
son," they made rne forget
that I had heard it everyday for
the past three weeks over the
Lowry Center PA. Stanley
gruffed out the vocals like he
meant every word, while
Pecchio
.
escorted' his bass
across the stage looking like
he'd never had such a good
time since his Glass Harp days.
This was no, hum-dru- m con-
cert The band worked so that
every song would sound as
good as it possibly could.
Michael Stanley's breed of
rock comes straight from the
souls of the musicians who
Dlav it ; '
MSB finished their set with
their . classic "Lef s Get the
Show on the Road" and the
rowdy "Strike Up the Band.",
During the latter, the entire
crowd was on its feet singing
the chorus - along with the
band. MSB left the stage, only
to be brought back by ' the
thundering sound of stomping
feet and screaming voices.
Singer Kirk Edwards to Perform in Lowry Pit
Kirk Edwards will be per-
forming on Thursday, Novem-
ber 10, 1977 at 530 p.m. in
Lowry Center P'rt, sponsored
by Lowry Center Board Con-
cert Committee.
About himself. Kirk Edwards
says...
MaLM-STECR- a
us.
In five years I haven't stayed
in any one place for more than
two months and that has only
happened a
.
couple of times
I've spent three or four weeks
in a number of places from
Austin, Texas to a little Ver-
mont village. There was a
l.oo
7.S nUTOVRSM
'-- tttt- ' ' " " ' armLUL1-
- till IMITI t
month in Nashville, a few
weeks on the .coast of Maine
and so on. But most of that,
time I was on the road. ...
I don't pretend to have
attained any kind of wisdom or
enlightenment from my years
on the road and my songs
ttAJIVJELL'S (ALL FAMILY) STEAKCOusT
RT. 3, NOSTH OF WOOSTCI
CNTXSZS OvraamMiMHaal MaaaaT rmmWu steak ari Mv
My tethar. L. Majcwoll. w In food tar-- far t mm -
vtca for ovor H yor. in nt norw wa nmw w,m 1
retained of M dlnntr ipclllt. OMTniCUTHAMSTlAK
. Cwrwi cwnr oA. ra wHa hmk4
iiltMtlrylrMcMdMi
fUl
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flakes on your ' tongue in a
blizzard. There are so many
and they go by so fast that
even some of the best ones
pass unsung.' Occasionally,
though, I get kicky and catch
one. Those are the ones I can
keep forever and those are the
ones I can share with you.
Come hear my songs, friends. .
Maybe you've been there too.
Country Rock Music by M .T. B .
Those cowboys who made
the ride to Kent State last
Sunday night to see the
Ozark Mountain Daredevils
and the Marshall Tucker.
Band were rewarded with a
lively version of country rock
music. The originally,
scheduled Jerry Jeff Walker
band disappointed many a
fa'rthfull "Buckaroo" when
he cancelled due to illness.
His replacement, the Ozark
Mountain Daredevils, proved
to be no disappointment as
they set the mood for the
evening with their down-home-hillbi- lly
sound. Playing
such favorites as "Jackie
Blue" and "If You Wanna Get
To Heaven" they brought the '
crowd to its feet . The
highlight of the band was the
outstanding country-blue- s
harmonica of Steve Cash.
By the time intermission
had ended, the gym was
starting to resembel a rowdy,
smoke filled bar room, loaded
with beer drinking and foot
stomping, cowhands. They
welcomed the Marshall
Tucker Band with a chorus of
hoots and hollers as the band
came out cooking. Led by the
Caldwell brothers. Toy and
Tommy, the band immedi-
ately showed why their style
of country-roc- k has helped
turn the tide of --American
music from hard rock to
"clapping on the down-
beat" "Can't You See."
Take the Highway" and
"Rambfin" were just a few of
the classics they played
during their two and a half
Cont on page 7
The Gnat American 1
'
'
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. ESCAPE -
Dream a little. Play a Ettie, but most of aS, relax and enjoy!
1 We have hobbies and crafts for the whole famiK at tamBy
prices.
-
Take advantage of old-fashion- ed service - come; In,
browse, ask questions and check out our amazing tine of
stockl .. : .. -Treasure Hews Hofcbtes
Phone 2 1 6264-3- 1 33 236 W. Liberty St.
. .
: by Susie Estill r'
"After ten years we're still
scared", confided James Parv-ko- w
to an unbelieveabty small
audience at the Coliseum last
Sunday. Pankow was referring
to keyboard player Robert
Lamm missing lyric lines in
"Beginnings", which was only
one of several flaws' in their
performance.
.
. , i v y; ;
Chicago, --. whose concert
previously scheduled for July,
was cancelled because the
Lamm family had a baby, and
rescheduled for Oct. 30,
played more of their newer
material in the two sets rather
in
"Saturday In The Park",
turned to a look, of disgust
when the microphones didn't
work on his timp-to- m feature,
and he was forced to impro-
vise.
.'.
Bass player Peter Cetera did
'Lig ht ppIStfly Life" Wl islead ing
If you thought Carter's cam-
paign platform was vague,
think about alL-th- e advertise-- --
ments you've heard for the ,
movie "You Light Up My --
Life!". :
- How many times have you
heard the song "You Light Up
My Life" on the radio? AskJ
yourself what type of film you .
perceive the movie to be. A
! love story? If that is what you .
Woostor Orchestra In Preparation
To Givo Season Dobut Concert
.
.
;
, by Lisa Vickery r
. ; The.new . Wooster Sym-
phony will present its opening
concert this Sunday evening,
November 6th, at 8:15 pm in
McGaw ChapeL i
Although the Wooster
phony . has been around for
years it can be classified as
"new" now that it is.under the
direction of Ms. Nancy
ingham. - - :
With the advent of a newly
acquired conductor many
changes in the character of an
orchestra appear, one of
which is repertoire. For the
season's opening concert, Ms.
Buckingham has . chosen a
.
standard: Gluck's "Iphengenia --
In Aults Overture". This first
delicate composition high-
lights the string section and
emphasizes the doubled
winds. '' " ;: .
From Gluck, the musicians
turn to Beethoven's "1st Sym-
phony." Says Ms. Bucking-
ham, "If Gluck is not your cup
WOOSTER FISH
Dp So Foods
- featuring...
lobster
. . catfish
shrimp :
frog legs
: I:; turbot ;.-;-- 'H;
1 oysters ,
scallops
v BBQribs .:.
"
V RESTAURANT
' '--
-;
- and -- ."
RETAIL FRESH FISH
252-633- 1 v
- 230 N. Buckeye :
than singing their complete
on past tours. The - show
opened with a tape of the
orchestrated "Inner Struggles
of a Man" from the new XI
album, and when the band
came on stage, they broke into
"Dialogue" from their fifth
album.
Kath, the guitar player,
--
"wearing another in his codec--.
tion of pro team jerseys (Philly
Fliers), had several superb but
lengthy features displaying his
- expertise and distinct - style
referred to by Rolling Stone as
'Clapton influenced'.
Both Walter Parazider and
expect from "You Light Up
My Life", too bad.
The movie, written, pro-
duced, and directed by Joseph
Brooks, who also composed,
arranged, and conducted the
music and title song from the
film, has an excellent theme
one must learn to I rely on
oneself. . This theme is pre-
sented abruptly in -- one short
scene after the audience has
- of tea, then at least that happy .
tune in the fourth movement
of the Beethoven will capture
your heart, or perhaps it will be
that. great 'minuetto' of the
third movement which any
Intro to Music student knows
is really a scherzo."
,
After the intermission John
Russell of the music depart-
ment and Mr. Kypros Markou,
the orchestra's new concert--
master, will be spotlighted in
the symphony's performance
of the Albinoni "Adagio in G
Cont. on Page 12
W 11 1 I 11
Lee Loughnane were given the
collection of hits as they have --
spotlight on the flutesaprano ;
sax, and trumpet during such
numbers as "Color My
World", and "Anxiety's Mo-
ment": The drummer Danny
Serephine had his moments
too both good and bad. The
huge grin he wore during his
newly added cowbell solo's
endured a series of heartbre-
aking-events that provide
an emotional, but shallow,
preparation for the movie's
main point.
.
- -
The cast did their best to
hide the shortcomings of the
script and direction, giving a
sensitive - performance. Didi .
Conn can be deemed an up
and coming star, as her ex-
cellent portrayal of Lori merits.
- The music is the best part of
the film. Brook's talent lies in
his song-writin- g. Kasey Cisyk
is the voice singing in the
movie which was rather ob-
viously dubbed over. This is
not to be confused with the
radio version of the title song
which is sung in a very similar
fashion by Pat Boone's daugh-
ter Debbie.
"You Light Up My Life" can
best be summed up in a
description of the final scene.
As Didi Conn is shown singing
the title song on the left half of
the screen, as its position on
the top 100 list rises on the
right The song makes It to
V but the movie doesn'tl
MSMMMHStSMK3
7 C Uncle Bob's sayings:
1
. Chose your Christmas gift
" before Winter Breaks
2. Reward your efforts on midterms
with new jewelry
3. Buy new table accessories for
Thanksgiving Dinner
P.S.
: Buy a
Gift to
Celebrate
Homecoming
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an excellent job vocally on the
hits: "Just You and Me", and,
"I've Been Searching So
Long", although his guitar
didn't come through on many
of the songs.
Visabty shaken by these
events, the group could not
establish confidence, nor
could they excite the crowd.
Chicago left the stage after a
superb performance of "25 or
6 to 4", and just as the crowd
was guessing which unplayed
hits they would use for en-
cores, the houselights came
on.
The acoustic guitar posi-
tioned on stage was left
untouched, and the group
never played the popular
Fans
M. Tucker Rambles On
continued from page 6
hour long concert which
ended with four encores.
The only disruppting part
of the concert came during
the song "This Old Cowboy"
when the band lost their
unity which is such an
intregal part of country
music, and began to jam
individually. They regained
this unity by coming back
with? "Fire on the Mountain'.'
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
'THE
COMMERCIAL
BANKING & TRUST COMPANY
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MIND!
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
--
.' WE'RE NOW...
THE
CENTRALTRUST
COMPANY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne
County.... downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.
Our state-wid- e Central Trust
modernizing our main office; and installing the uay ana
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
service to You, on campus!
DAY and
"Wishing You Were Here" or
"If You Leave Me Now".
This performance marked
the first time Chicago has
played indoors in' the Cleve-
land area, as the' group is a
summer regular of Blossom
Music Center. It may have
been that factor that kept the
audience from responding, or
perhaps just the 'number of
performance flaws. Whatever
the cause, Chicago will now
have to somehow redeem
themselves for Sunday's let-
down, and win back the
Cleveland fans who have been
loyal to the group since their
early days, especially if they
intend to play for another ten
years.
in which they blended
together beautifully steel
guitar, flute, percussion, and
the characteristic voice of
Doug Gray. .
. By the time the concert
came to close, the entire
gymnasium was filled with
exeberant people who got
what they came for, and that
was, a good time, good
music, and a good feeling.
OF WAYNE COUNTY
affiliation to practical use;
141 North Walnut St.
and
NIGHT BANK atPortaga
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v Students1
91 of all students
responding to the Voice's
Food Service poll support the
addition of one vegetarian
option per day to the Food
Service menu.
Only one student voted for
the retention of the present
system; six were undecided.
Support for the vegetarian
option didn't come from
vegetarians alone; only 66
of the respondents were
vegetarians.
35 believe they are
presently getting a balanced
diet from Food Service. 52
disagree; the remaining 13
do not know.
All survey forms turned in
to the Voice will be passed
along to Food Service for
their evaluation and possible
action. .
Selected student com- - .
ments follow: --.
-- Are you getting a
balanced diet from Food
Service?
Yes: "...but not through
any effort on the part of Food
Service."
"If not probably due to
what I choose, not what's
offered."
No: "Salad bar only."
"Too much dairy
products."
"Need more whole
grains."
What general changes
would you advocate in Food
Service policy?
The addition of at least one
vegetarian option per day
was, by far, the most popular
u
Ml IJ Ccsr
262-8-1 66
if ttEROlS PftJiHlJtt ;
Order Tuesday 9-10:- 30 and OATS
Will Deliver to Your Room ,
hours :
Sunday - 1pm - 10:30pm
Mondav -- Thursday - 10:30-10:3- 0
- -
-
Friday & Saturday
Suppooi: Msg
suggestion mentioned. Five
other ideas which were
frequently suggested
include:
Cooking vegetables less.
"leave the flavor and protein
in."
Increasing the number
and variety of fruits and
vegetables offered.
Adding more hot meat-
less options, like casseroles.
'Adding more high-prote- in
hems.
'Distributing already
existing vegetarian options
more evenly throughout the
"food cycles" and individual
days.
Abortion
(CPS)-Milli- ons of Americans,
including unemployed, dis-
abled, or poor people, and
federal workers will not get
checks at the end of this
month if Congress doesn't
make jjp its mind about
abortion funding.
The abortion question is
included in the $60.1 billion
appropriations bill for - the
Departments of Labor and
HEW. The appropriations are
their funding for fiscal year.
1977-7- 8, which started, on
September 1. Thus, unless
Congress provides some
interim funding through a
'continuing resolution', Labor-HE- W
has no operating money
for its employees or persons
receiving benefits.
The House and the Senate
cannot agree on wording con- -
vwv
C3
I 1
Mmum f
- 10:30-- 1 am
What specific foods
could be added to give you a
better-balance- d diet?
The recent addition of soy
nuts and raisins to the salad
bar drew widespread praise
from students responding to
the Voice poll. v
Other popular suggestions
included:
More cheese dishes. Over
half the survey respondents
supported the ' addition of
more cheese sauces,,
casseroles, and sandwiches,
and "more cheese 760 the
salad bar." ,
Funding
cerning the circumstances un-
der which federal Medicaid
money would pay : for abor-
tions. JThe stricter House
wording and the more lenient
Senate wording have not been
compromised yet v
Labor Secretary Ray Mar-
shall said the fundingjiangup
could affect as many as three
million persons receiving un-
employment compensation, as
well as those receiving many
other forms of federal assis-
tance. He said that Kansas,
Pennsylvania, Delaware and
Arizona already have an-nounc- ed
they will be forced to.
stop paying ' unemployment
compensation. Although un-
employment benefits are fund-
ed separately, Marshall ex-
plained that these, states can--.
not meet the administrative
costs for disbursing the bene-
fits without money from the
Labor-HE- W bill. .
Marshall and HEW Secre-
tary Joseph Califano have
asked creditors to be "consid-
erate and humane" with feder-
al workers who cannot pay
their bills. They have an-
nounced these steps to help
federal workers: '
.
- The National Federal Credi-
t- Union Administration will
encourage all federal credit
ifisinn fhV vVH'
ikV !.!
First. Iffi
Op
.
Non-me- at base soups. , r
Nuts. , Over half of the
respondents suggested
"more , nuts on - the salad
bar." .. ,
Whole-whe- at bread and
other bakery products. , ;.
Eggplant-base- d dishes.
--Additional comments...
:
"I think that many students
who are not presently
vegetarians would like to be
if there was a reasonable
choice of vegetarian food
here."
"...Food Service does a
fairly good job in providing
Crucial Decision
unions to give "maximum
possible assistance" to HEW
employees.'
.
1
-
.
'
.
. r
- More than 17,000 banks
and other lenders who normal
ly receive payments from gov
Ski Instruction Offered
Want to be a ski instructor? .
Applications are now being
accepted for Brandywine Ski
Center's 10th Annual Instruc-
tor Apprentice Ski Instruction
Course.
The teaching course is
designed for high school and
college students, as well as
adults. Applicants must al-
ready be good skiers, who are
available to teach late after-
noon and early evening classes
at Brandywine - especially
during January.
Apprentice candidates must
pass a pre-seas- on teaching
course held on outdoor plastic
ski mats on Sundays on the
Brandywine slopes in Saga-
more Hills. There is a $20
registration fee, refundable in
' full to those who become
instructors --, and keep their
schedules. The course is con-
ducted by Brandywine Skiing
Director, Steve Dorner, who is
a fully certified instructor in
Federal
' Jf 111 f If 1 J
V M f
LENDER
Saving & Loan Association of Wooster
1012 Cleveland Road 2647812
tfioirii
'quite a few options...some
new non-me- at dishes would
help a lot." :
: '.'Vegetarian options(casseroles, etc.) don't
necessarily have to interfere
with others' eating habits.''
.-
- "I feet that we, as
vegetarians, have a right to a
better meal. What we pay for
meals goes to pay for meat
dishes. I not only lose money
but protein 'and essential
nutrients." ... ',
. "This year has been an
improvement with more
cheese at the salad
bar...Keep it upl" ;
ernment workers were asked
to "exercise a 'lenienf collec-
tion policy." . . .. .
- Local utility companies and
credit institutions in . major
cities with federal workers
were notified of the problem.
the . Professional Ski Instruc- -
tors of America. ."
A special need for instruc-tor- s
has been created because
of the installation of Ohio's
second quadruple chairlift
(both at Brandywine) has
"substantially increased capa-
city and because of booming
registrations in the area's Ski
Spree program a pre-seas- on
registration package deal that
offers winter-lon- g skiing, with
lessons, for $40.
: Interested instructor appl-
icants should phone the
Brandywine Ski Lodge office
--r 467-819- 7 (Cleveland) vor
434-917- 8 (Akron).
Bacteria In
Cosmetics --
Hazardous
(CPS)-Masc- ara and other eye
makeups can cause infection
and blindness, the FDA an
nounced recently.. After re-cehi-na
several reports of .
corneal ulceration caused by
bacteria introduced when the
cornea was scratched, the
FDA said it plans to require
cosmetic manufacturers to in-
clude a preservative in mas
cara and other cosmetics.
The bacteria is one often
present on the skin, and is
absorbed bv the cosmetics
through the applicator wand.
Without an adequate preser
vative system the microorga-
nisms-can survive and multi-
ply inside the container. When
the mascara is used again, if
the microorganisms on the
wand come into contact with a
scratched or damaged cornea,
the eye can become infected.
If the infection isn't treated
immediately, it can lead to
partial or total blindness In the
injured eye. .
S ALPcog irairp.s
bv Dean Walker
Recently, the - ;
Board of Trustees of The
"College of Wooster approved
student representation on the
following trustee committees;
" Admissions Policy, Buildings
and Grounds," Development,
and Finance. This is a major
step in establishing the means
for student- - input into the
policy, and decision-makin- g
process of our institution. This
endorsement by the Board of
Trustees reaffirms ' the ? co-
operative ' attitude among all
campus
.
entities to which
Wooster-i- s . dedicated.. (I
wouldn't be surprised if the
faculty begins to work for
similar representation in the
near future.)
The student representatives
to these committees,
.
2;. per
committee, will be expected to
actively participate in all
.
committee affairs and to sub-
sequently report committee
action to the student body via
.the SGA and the various
campus publications. . Repre-
sentatives will be required to
attend the 3 main meetings of
the year, (October, 'April,
June), and any
.
other on
Campus meetings the ; chair-
person may deem necessary.
Terms will be staggered to
insure a measure of continuity
in student representation; This
.
must be viewed " as a top
priority and student reps must
be willing to dedicate the time
and energy to effectively voice
our opinion. ' '
Applications for these posi-
tions are now available at. the
Lowry Center Front Desk. A .
w complete explanation of all
trustee committees is included
with the application. Applica-
tion deadline is November 4 1,
1977. and interviews will follow
, the initial review of the
applications. I encourage ail
juniors and seniors to apply,
.(all students will have the
opportunity to apply , in the
spring), for these most im-
portant representative
.
posi-- v
tions. If you have any ques--.
tions or comments feel free to
A contact Dean Walker at Ext"
337 or 350 or Box 2989.
LIBRARY HOURS
A number of students have
raised a question concerning
the hours of Andrews Library
" and the General Assembly has
responded with the following
N statement: "We recommend
. the library strongly consider
the extension of ' hours on
. Saturday to 8:00 A.M.-- - Mid-
night and opening at 10:00
A.M. on, Sunday.". The prob-
lems and concerns are the
.
following; library staff is over--'
worked and the budget
doesn't allow ' for . additional
operational costs; is there a 7
need for the library's facilities
or could a quiet study place
open those ; hours suffice,
(Kauke Tower for" instance);
what exactly should be open I ;
AV only, the entire library.
AV closed and remainder of
library open; and most im-
portant, will students make
use of the additional hours.
Your suggestions and com-
ments are most welcome and
should be directed to Eric Van
Heyst, SGA's representative
on the Library Committee.
This topic will also be ad-
dressed at Monday's GA
meeting at 7:15. P.M. in the
. Lowry Center Ballroom when
Mr. Robert Goiter, the college
librarian, will enertain ' ques-
tions. All students, faculty,
- and administration are en--.
couraged to attend this
meeting.
FOREIGN STUDENT AND
TRAVEL PROGRAM
" Have you ever wondered
where foreign students, es-peciall- y
those on tight bud-
gets, go during winter break.
The ..majority of foreign stu-
dents remain on campus for
the entire winter break. Some
people think things are dull
enough when everyone is on
campus, just think what it
would be like during the break.
In order 7 to spiritually and
financially assist these stu-
dents, the SGA is initiating a
program in which college stu-
dents and their families will be
asked to house a foreign? student of a part of the 6-we- ek
winter vacation. This program
offers a greatly needed service
to the international students
and also provides a student
and his family the opportunity
to learn about a culture and
lifestyle other than their own.
The SGA is also establishing a
list of persons or families who
would make their homes avail- -
able to student travelers on an
overnight basis. Tnis program
"could be of great benefit to
students for whom travel is a
necessary element of the
break. Student interest and
enthusiasm are the catalytic
elements, of these programs.
.Much work needs to be done
on these worthwhile ventures.
If you are interested in assist-
ing with these programs,
contact George Crisci at Ext.
330 or Box 1392 at your
earliest convenience.
1 VOLUNTEER SPEAKERS
GUIDE
We are presently beginning
the process of compiling a
Volunteer Speakers Guide.
This booklet will list college
personnel and the various .
topics, (field of study, hobbies,
special interests or concerns),
which they feel, competent in
discussing with students and
various organizations. Hope-
fully the Volunteer Speakers
Guide will aid dorrrs, program
houses, and other organiza- -
THE.
I In th Cell Hill S H.O P .
Shopping Cantar
Phon: 262-884- 6
a o ned
tions with their programming
and scheduling and promote
discussion on a variety of
issues among students, fac-
ulty, and college personnel
outside the typical office or
classroom setting. Students,
parents of students, alumni,
and friends of the college are
encouraged to submit their
name, phone number, ad-
dress, arid the topic areas they
would like to 'address to
George Crisci, Box 1392
before the end of this quarter.
VISITATION
, The Visitation Education
Committee is still in need of a
Chairperson. There is a lot of
important work to be done and
we need a dedicated person to
accept this position. This will
most probably be a, salaried
position. ;
Next week's column will
address Independent Study
and the Externship Program.
Envmt . B i
The BOUNDARY WAT-
ERS CANOE AREA is one
million acres of prime
lakeland wilderness stretch-
ing for -- 110 miles along the
Minnesota-Ontari- o border. It
contains over 1000 pristine
lakes, interconnected , by
hundreds of miles of streams
and -- trails. Jn spite of past
logging, some 540,000 acres
of virgin forest remain in the
area. The forest that remains
is the last extensive and
complete northern , conifer
forest ecosystem in r the
eastern U.S.
Logging began in 1 895 and
continued steadily until 1973
when cutting was suspended
until the fall of 1 977,
allowing Congress enough
time to make a decision.
Soon, if the appropriate,
action is not taken, BWCA
will be open once again to
logging.
The area presently is used
by skiers, hikers, and
canoeists (canoeists making
up more than 70 of
BWCA's visitors), in addition
to increasing and threat-
ening numbers of motor-boate- rs
and snowmobilers.
At this point, the exact
status pf the BWCA is not
clearly established and
Congress is currently
attempting to clarify the
status of the area once and
for all.
...In our increasingly
crowded, polluted, noisy
and paved world, legisla-
tive changes affecting the
Boundary Waters Canoe
Area should defend
rather than impair it's
wilderness status.
;
- (Chicago Tribune)
Senator Clark from Iowa has
introduced a bill (S 1759) to
Congress giving full
wilderness protection to the
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wmT A 6VPf HALF THESE
LADY ANGERS ARE
TOES-
- ,
O COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES
1 1 Support
BWCA. This means flatly
defining the entire million
acres plus several new
tracts, as wilderness, to be
absolutely free of motors,
commerce (this includes
logging and mining), and
development.
YOUR HELP IS NEEDEDI
Wooster's Sierra Club
strongly urges you to write a
letter to Ohio Senator
Metzenbaum, who is a
member of the Committee on
Energy and Natural Re-
sources where this bill will
be heard first Tell him you
support bill (S 1759) giving
Study, First,
Are you the kind of student
who usually studies' hard
before going to, bed, or the
kind who goes to bed, sets
the alarm for five or six o'clock
and then crams? If you're a
pre-sle- ep studier, GLAMOUR
Magazine reports you may be
getting better grades as a
result of your study habits
than someone who does the
work afterward.
Recent research into sleep
and study habits shows that
sleep prior to study disrupts
memory significantly, unless
considerable waking time is
allowed before digging into
the material you want to learn.
The shorter the period of sieep
that precedes the studying.
Cohabitation
(CH) COLUMBUS, O. --
Fewer students are living with
a member of the opposite sex
these days, but the ones that
do are "making it last,"
according to a sociologist at
Ohio State University who has
been studying cohabitation.
Of the 300 students ques-
tioned, '10.5 percent said they
box 4244 Berkeley. CA. 94704
i!ecessa ry
full wilderness protection to
the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area. Ask him to support the
bill in the committee.
Address: Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum
342 Russell Senate Office
Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
Enough help is critical and
can make a differencel Thank
you very much!
If you have further
questions, please come to
Sierra Club Meeting We
meet Sunday evenings, at
7:00 in Lowry 118.
Sleep Later
the more thi3 sleep aisrupuf
learning. Sleeping four hours
or less was found to be highly
disturbing to memory; sleep-
ing six hours disturbed it less.
Researchers aren't exactly
sure how sleep disturbs the
memory process, but they
believe it might involve hor-
mones. In laboratory tests on
mice, the hormone somato-
trophs, produced naturally
during sleep, severely affected
the memory of mice injected
with it
If you have a
.
test to study
for, study first instead of
putting' it off until the next
morning. Better grades might
be your reward.
is Declining
are currently cohabitating, and
16.5 percent said they have
lived with a member of the
opposite sex ja, one time.
However, in 1967, seven
percent of the students sur-
veyed said they were currently
cohabitating, but 22 percent
said they had lived together at
one time.
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A quota system is hard to swallow for some
Nationwide)
. .VStudy Shows Black Enrollment
rps-- in the shadow of the
Bakke case, student groups
are protesting a decline in
colleges nationwide. A recent-
ly released study shows that
Black enrollment is down-o-r
up, depending on how it is
interpreted. .
The study, by the National
Association of . State Univer-
sities and Land-Gra- nt Colleges
(NASULGC) is based on
statistics from its 306 member
colleges and represents one-thi- rd
of US college enrol-
lments. The study shows
percentages of minority enroll-
ments and actual numbers. In
percentages. Black enrollmem
has decreased over the lasl
two years. Percentages in-
dicate a proportion to the
whole or the proportion of
Black students to overall
general matriculation.
The study also shows actual
numbers of each ethnic group
in college. These figures show
Black students have increased
their numbers in the last two
years.
In 1972 Blacks comprised
8.4 percent of the college
: undergraduate population. By
1976 the figure dropped to 7.3
percent. However the study
maintains that Black enroll-
ment is up. - The apparent
contradiction is easy to sort
out V
Ion Phillips, head of the
NASULGC study explained to
CPS the reason for the per-
centage drop in Black enroll--
ment was due to expansion of
. other minority programs aimed
Chicano and Native American
ground to White enrollment
but to other minorities.
The first efforts at minority
recreitment began with Blacks
in the 1960V Since 1972,
colleges have put more em-
phasis - on - expanding non-Bla-ck
minority recruitment. In
percentages this was detr-
imental to Black enrollment.
While White enrollment has
remained constant. Blacks
have had to move over to
make room for other minor-
ities. Chicano students took up
the lost percentage point in
Black enrollment when their
numbers on college campuses
Affirmative
What effect have affirmative :
action programs had on post-colle- ge
employment?. Little or
none, says CPPS director Acy
Jackson.
; "There has been ho ap-
preciable difference in levels of
employment of women and ".
minorities," , he says. "Who
you know still controls the
employment scene." . -
"Affirmative action," Jack-
son noted, "is just guidelines...
and the enforcement of these
guidelines has been very
uneven." ' -
.
Affirmative action programs
'
such as .that practiced by
UC-Davi- s, Jackson added, are
more prevalent in - graduate
schools than in the employ-
ment market
"Ifs difficult to keep gradu- - ;
ate school admissions guide-
lines a secret." he noted.
"Also, public funds help 'sup-- r
ojttheseJjtitutipn&'- - ' .
increased from 1.5 percent in
1972 to 4 percent in 1976.
Phillips noted several trends
found in the study Minority
enrollment is growing faster
than total enrollment. Overall
the percentage of minority
students rose from 11 percent
in 1972 to 15.2 percent in 1976.
Total full-tim- e enrollmemf
(White and non-Whi- te stu-
dents) rose only 6.3 percent
'
t In studies compiled in 1S63,
1970, 1972 and 1974, the
percentage of minority first-ye- ar
students in contrast to
remaining undergraduates has
v continued on page 12
Action Concept Explained
Some recruiters now com-
ing to Wcoster have, accord-
ing to Jackson, said flatly, "If
you're a black female, we will
hire you." Jackson attempts
to uphold the fairness of the
interview procedure and has,
on occasion, called prospec-
tive employers back, to convey
the complaints of Wooster
men that they "weren't even
given a fair interview."
Jackson noted that affirma-
tive action programs were set
up in the first place "in order
to right the wrongs of segrega-
tion."; Now, though, he sees
white males feeling ' "very
threatened by those pro-
grams."
Because of these repercus
(CPS)-T- he case of Allan
Bakke, the 34-ye- ar old who
applied for admission to the
University of California - At
Davis Medical School and was
denied entrance, is before the
Supreme Court but it also
being judged on campuses
across the country.
Bakke filed suit against UC
at Davis contending that
minority studentsless qualified
than he were admitted under
the' special admissions pro-
gram solely because of their
race..'.'-- . .;'-- .
- Bakke claimed that he was a
victim of reverse discrimina-
tion and that the program was
therefore unconstitutional.
As a result of the Bakke
case, a Colorado law school
applicant , who was denied
admission - told a Colorado
Supreme Court last I month
: that the University . of Color--
; ado's application of minority
admissions program is similar-
ly unconstitutional. Phillip
DiLeo,. an Italian-America- n,
was denied admission, to the
University's law school under
a special minority assistance
program in 1973 and 1974. He
was told that despite his social
'
and economic disadvantage,
he was not a member of an
"identifiable group" and could
not be considered for minority
admission..
DiLeo sued the University
but a 1976 ruling decided in
favor of the schooL
DiLbo's.- - lawyer, David J.
Ternlund, referred to the
Bakke case saying it differed
from the "reverse discrimina-
tion" suit. DiLeo argues for the
retention of educational pro
grams for. minorities of all
kinds, not select groups. The
Bakke case Ternlund main-
tains, argues that all programs
with quota systems for mi-
norities are unconstitutional.
sions, he added, "the question
of reverse discrimination has
been raised."
White males, Jackson said,
often give up, losing confi-
dence in their ability to "pur-
sue different job options." In
the face of affirmative action
programs, he noted, white
males must adopt the attitude
of the black male in years past
and "demand an interview."
Equal opportunity in gradu-
ate schools, Jackson said,, is
becoming more and more, a
reality. Some private colleges
and business concerns not
supported by public fundsstill
maintain double standards of
hiring, in practice if not by law,
for whites and minorities
Back : at i UC-Dav- is, Rita
Clancy, a 22-ye- ar old Russian
immigrant who applied for
admission to the medical
school, charged that she was
refused .-- admission because --
she was a white woman. US
District Court Judge Thomas
J. MacBride granted Clancy a
temporary restraining order
allowing her to register, for
classes."j MacBride; said that Clancy
probably would .. have been
admitted if 16 of 100 openings
in the class had not been --
reserved for minority students
' who . are selected ; from" a -- .
separate pool of applicants.
The Bakke, DiLeo "and
Clancy cases are stirring emo-- --
tions on campuses around, the
country where heated debates
are centered around the issue
of reverse discrimination." ;
At UCLA the American
Civil ' Liberties Union spo-
nsored a meeting featuring a
Beverly Hills attorney. Jack"
B ratter, who argued in behalf
of the . Bakke arguments to .
eliminate special minority
admissions programs. ..'
UCLA law professor, Leon
Letwin, took the other posi-
tion; to bury the Bakke argu-'- ..
ment when it comes before
the US Supreme Court . on
October 12.
"Race is not irrelevant be-
cause our social history has
made a person's race the most
important thing. You cannot
pretend we are starting out on
a fresh slate. We started out
with-th- at racial society."
Letwin (UCLA)
: "Race should be irrelevant
' in this society..we cannot
compensate for 400 years of.
deprivation. We should give all
an equal start."
Bratter(ACLU)
:--
J ;, At the University, of Neb- -
raska, Bradley Munn, Affirma-
tive Action Officer, said fie
... believes that a. decision favor-
ing Bakke would hurt the goals
of affirmative action programs
everywhere.
Placement at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska has been
hampered by Nebraska's small .
racial population and "be-
cause the general attitude of
affirmative action here is not
positive," said Munn.
An editorial in the Mass-- ;.
achusetts Collegian at the
: University of Massachusetts at
. Amherst argued in favor of the
Bakke position saying that the
UC-Dav- is special admissions
policy "serves to establish an
: obvious quota, a practice that
in almost all other circum- -'
stances has been declared .
most foul and incidiously dis-
criminatory." r "
Protests and contests con-
tinue while the decision rests
in the hands of the Supreme ;
Court. Schools are in the midst
of what will be a precedent-settin- g
case.
Admissions Procedures Explained
Woo S
by Ray Cules 1
No quotas like those in
question In . the Bakke case
exist at Wooster. Don't read '
that to indicate that Woostar
isn t committed to recruiting
qualified minority students.
Nothing could be further
from the truth. : ;''. .
;,The Admissions Depart
ment according to director
,r ' fr ioyrun mums, is . uummuusu
to doing the best job we can of
getting the best representation
of minority students.".:-- '
we want to get tne largest
number of qualified students
we can' add Morris.
As far as CPPS director Acv
Jackson "is concerned, they're
doing, a flood job. "Compared
to other private schools our
size, we're-ahea- d in terms of
minority enrollment," Jackson
declared.
Describing himself as
"pleased with Admissions' "
effort," Jackson characterized
Wooster as "sensitive to the
problems of minority admis-
sions." He 6ees in Wooster's
administration a "commitment
toward aTTBCimg uiveisny
among facultystudents, and
administrators." .
The Admissions Depart-
ment's committment to in-
creasing minority enrollment
takes many forms. They at--
icinji iu iiioci iimimity o i.i-
ndents "and attract them to
Wooster in a number of ways,
including: ,
Making a conscious effort
fn " iIeit ' Urna mAtmnAHtan
areas and high schools, with a
significant enrollment of mi
nority students, r
Attending national "college
fairs" in major cities and
"student contact sessions"
aimed specifically at minority
students.
These contact sessions are
frequently sponsored Dy tne
Minority Education Service
Association, to which Admis-
sions Department member
Greg Bryant belongs. '
.
MESA, this vear. led an
effort to bring programs
organized by the National
Service Scholarship Fund For
Negro Students to Cleveland,
in addition to setting up work-
shops many communities.
MESA also brings minority
where a number of colleges
may interview them.
Working with national
Index
Editor
Panned
continued
best portrayed of all the four
yearbooks they collected
during their years at COW?
. I hope to improve this year's
Index by making constructive
suggestions as a new staff
member. Sincerely,
- Jennifer Grant
" Box 1714 v
; J. y - - ..i. 1 - , ' -
organizations like Upward
Bound and A Better Chance
which transplant - disadvan-
taged students from their
homes to private " schools
nationwide. .' r ; - ' "
Wooster is especially con-
scious of contacting Ohio
natives who belong to the
ABC program and might be
interested in returning to Ohio
for college.
Belonging to the CEEB
Search Service, which ident-
ifies qualified ' minority and
disadvantaged students
through a number of variables
including SAT scores.
Corresponding with mi-
nority students identified
through the National Achieve-
ment Scholarship Program for
Outstanding Negro Students,
a branch of the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation.'
Using alumni black and
white to identify prospective
minority students who should
consider Wooster.
Employing on-camp- us
recruiting rathods like group
visits by minority students
arranged through high school
guidance counselors. Black
Weekends are also employed.
Why, then, aren't there,
more minority, students at
Wooster? Recruiting and ret.
tention of disadvantaged stu-
dents isn't nearly as easy as
those guidelines u make it
"appear.
Obstacles to quick increases
in the number of minority
students, as identified by the
Admissions Department, in-
clude: ,
Bakke Case
On the hottest issue in
higher education, the Bakke
case, most U. of California
student newspapers are edi-
torially siding with Allan Bakke
and against the UC admissions
policy, which Bakke contends
is reverse discrimination fa-
voring racial minorities over
more qualified whites.
When the Daily Californian
at UC-Berkel- ey published an
editorial supporting Bakke, 200
angry students marched to the
newspaper offices demanding
a retraction and the resigna-
tion of the editor,' Jim Kelley.
Kefley declined to resign or
retract the statement '..
Student newspapers at
other UC system campuses in
Irvine, Los Angeles, Riverside
and Santa Barbara all pub-lish- ed
similar editorials sym-
pathetic to Bakke.
The paper at UC-San- ta Cruz
was the only one from within
the system to oppose Bakke's
suit The UC-Sa- n Diego Tri-
dent Times editorial board was
so sharply divided on the issue
both pro and con editorials
were published.
- The : paper serving the
'campus where the Bakke case
Inflating costs. Even liberal
financial aid offers aren't
enough to attract some stu-
dents who cannot even afford
,
textbooks, classroom supplies,
and incidental items.
Increased competition by all
colleges to attract qualified
minority students. Almost all
colleges are seeking to in-
crease their, minority enroll-
ment.
Wooster...where's that?
Many minority students have
never heard of Wooster.
Admissions tries to correct
that by alerting high school ,
guidance counselors that we
really do exist!
Concern about the "signifi-
cant academic challenge" of
Wooster among all prospec-
tive students, not just minor-
ities. Wooster's reputation can
scare off even qualified stu-
dents.
Any discussion of the ques-
tion of minority admissions
must conclude, Morris added,
with several questions which
we must ask ourselves, in-
cluding: '
Are we making the best use
of our current resources in
terms of minority admissions?
How do we make "an
already attractive product"
(Wooster) "more appealing?"
Is more financial aid the
answer?
""
"All of us at Wooster,"
Morris concluded, "need to'
work together to do a better
job of recruiting minority stu-
dents and creating an atmo-
sphere in which they can grow
and .develop.
Considered
originated, the UC-Dav- is Cali-
fornia Aggie, published an
editorial "siding with the
principle and not Bakke per
se," according to Aggie editor
Rob Pattisoa
Survoy Shows Students aro Required to Road Loss
(CPS)--Colle- ge students are
no , longer being asked to
handle as much required read-
ing as their counterparts of 15
or 20 years ago, according to a
spot survey taken by the New
York TJmes.
Ten years ago, anyone
coming to college would have
read books like 'Huckleberry
Jinn or The Hunchback of
Notre Dame' but now they
haven't and what they do
read , tends to be faddish,
contemporary and of - their
own culture," said Perry
Lentz, an associate professor
of English at Kenyon College
in Ohio. .
But some believe that the
situation is not as negative as
it appears!
"If we do read less, and I'm
not ready to concede this in
every case, it is partly a
function that we ask them to
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ACROSS
1 Roller-coast- er ride
sound
7 Fundamentals
13 Feeilng of failure
15 Hogan's rank
16 Resort or car
17 Straighten again
18 Wrong
19 Old-Engli- sh letter
21 Lao
22 State
23 Hell-kno- wn duly
24 Public disturbance
25 Before
26 --Stonpln' at the
27 Bartletts
2$ Has ambitious
30 Gives out. cards
31 Breakfast dish
32 Baseball hall -of- -famer,
.Frlck
33 Treeless plain
35 Revives (2 wds.)
38 Fart of HTM
39 Openings
40 World War II agency
42 "It's '."
43 Stuck In Mud
44 Tease
45 Fart of HHP
46 Wrestling holds
47 Pertaining to birth
49 Hydrogen, for one
51 Testimonial
53 Vehement speeches
54 Obtains
5 5x Proceed In
gliding manner
56 Hate
DOWN
1 Predicament
2 Imaginary monster -
3 Gorges i
4 Sponsorship (var.)
5 6reek Mars
6 "Bel Blst Du
. Schoen"
7 Dutch Africans
8 Rob Petrle's boss
9 Mr. Hurok
10 Sign very
quickly
11 Bleeps
by California
"The editorial board did not
feel that race should be a
relevant criterion for admission
to medical or law school,"
Pattison said. However, the
do more with what they read,"
said William B. Coley of the
English department at Wes--
More Women Students
(CH PHOENIX, Ariz. - For
the first time in 'history, there
are more women than men
enrolled in U.S. colleges and
universities, according to an
Arizona State University pro-
fessor.
Dr. Robert Freske attributes
the nationwide trend to in-
creased, career opportunities
for . women, the women's
movement low tuitions at
community colleges and that
many women are waiting long-
er after high school to get
married.
Freske said, "More women
than men graduate from high
school, so, demographicalfy
the potential has always been
12 Makes driving
dangerous -
14 Original Inha-
bitants
15 Chum
20 Juvenile delinquent
-- Key "23
24 Studies
26 Actress Hasso
27 Fathers, In France
29 Arctic explorer
30 Like St. Peter's
32 Wooded areas
33 Flowering plant
34 Pillagers
35 Irish city
36 Severe pain
37 Pain relievers
38 Valuable French
paintings
39 Ancient Britishers
41 Host competent
43 Bank Inventory
46 Mother of Clytem- -.
nestra
47 French resort
48 Touch on
50 Jonog
52 Famous Barber
Papers
board did not feel affirmative
action programs should be
abandoned. "Affirmative ac-
tion programs should be
expanded, but using the right
criteria," he said.
teyan.
"I think students do more
interesting things..." he said.
there for women to outnumber
men in higher education insti-
tutions, but social factors pre-
vented this in the past"
Fato Awaited
.
(CH) NEW BRUNSWICK,
N J. A hardy and deter-
mined. group of 200 Rutgers
College seniors recently wait-
ed in line all night for first
choices of appointments with
corporate recruiters.
"If you're willing to stay out
all night in line for basketball
tickets, then you should be
willing to do the same for a job
interview," one student said.
The waiting students were
'hampered by cold weather.
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LC B Prog
by Lisa Vickery
So far this year, Lowry
Center Board, under chairper-
son Rick Bardine, has made a
variety of activities and events
available to the students here
at COW. The Outdoor Recrea-
tion Fair, the beer-weeken- ds in
the Cage, the International
Film Festival plus other week-
end feature films. Home-
coming Weekend and last
week's concert by the Michael
Stanley Band are only a few of
the many successful programs
sponsored by LCB.
At the present time LCB is
going through a few structural
changes and rearranging of its
goals. Cindy Weiler, the assis-
tant chairperson for LCB, is
setting a goal, "to work
towards cooperative program-
ming between groups and
organizations such as sec-
tions, girl's clubs and dorms so
as to avoid over programming
and to work towards the goal
of improved community and
communication."
For the upcoming winter
quarter LCB has tentative
plans for functions with such
diversity as to satisfy anyone's
interests. The Special Events
and Interests Committee is
devising what will be called a
"Sibling Weekend". For this
weekend, the younger broth-
ers and sisters ' of " students
would be specially invited" to
visit and campus activites
would hence be geared
towards their interests.
Another idea with a great
amount of potential is "Union
Night", Lowry Center, on this
particular date, would be open
throughout the entire night
with various scheduled events.
Bid for Equal Tuition
(CPS)--A case before the Su-
preme Court may make out-of-sta- te
tuition rates unlawful.
The Supreme Court will review
two lower court decisions that
ruled that the University of
Maryland cannot charge the
Jiigher, out-of-sta- te rates to
students holding nonimmigra-
nt-alien visas..
The University has been
allowed to continue charging
the rates on the condition that
it retroactively reimburse
affected students if h ultim-
ately- loses the case.
The American Council .on
Education and four states have
filed a "friend-of-the-cour- t"
statement that says that the
consequences of striking
down Maryland's "rational"
system of classifying students
for in-sta- te tuition may be to
"ultimately force publicly-supporte- d
colleges and univer-
sities to charge the same rate
of tuition to all students,
regardless of state residency
or domicile. This would
deprive state taxpayers of the
direct benefit of their support
by raising the cost of educa-
tion for them and their
ramming UndGrway
games, films etc. going on into , are all working diligently to
the early morning hours. c develop, organize and sched-Th- e
Forums, which- - have ule the ideas that have been
been so successful this quar-
ter, will continue next quarter,
hopefully. on a more regular;
basis. - - .' -- ' ; '
LCB committee members
Yearbook is
continued from page 1
Plans for the next yearbook
include a return to the
seasonal format with an over-ne- ss
manager, and Dave Scott
and Joan Blanchard, co-photogra- phy
editors. They
have more pictures now, then
did the former staff at the
yearbook's completion in Aug-
ust There has also been a
switch in printers from Taylor
to Josten's which is consider-
ed by many to be a more co-
operative, and professional
company.
.
Wooster O rchestra Debut
continued from page 13
minor for Strings and Organ."
This romantic piece is unfortu-
nately more famous for its
being the theme song from
"RollerbalL"
.
-
The concert will then con-
clude with the gorgeous.
Brahms "Variations on -- a
Theme By Haydn." The Varia-
tions is a conventional but
quite difficult orchestral num-
ber. It is described by Ms.
Buckingham as being, "Full of
intricate cross-rhyth- ms and
contrapuntal textures that em--.
broider the simple Haydn tune,,
creating a fabric of multiple
dependent children."
The case will probably be
reviewed in early 1978.'
Bookstore Offers
The Florence O. Wilson
Bookstore is sponsoring a
contest for a logo! College of
Wooster students only are
eligible to win a $50 credit to
their Bookstore bill. ,
The logo must be drawn to
the size of 8 x 11 inches and
colored as you wish.
Library Booksalo
Come to the Library Book-sal- e
on November 8 and JTto
browse and maybe buy that
early gift The sale will be open
from 9 a.m. to midnight on
November 8, and 8 a.m. to
midnight on November '9, in
Enrollment of Minority Students
Has Been Gradually Decreasing
continued from page 1 0 1
decreased with each new
study. As a result minorities
are not dropping out at a
conceived. With all of these
educational-opportunitie-
s and
' amusements on the horizon
there will be more than snow
to look forward to when we
return for winter quarter.
Discussed
riding theme, more sports and
more identification captions, '
and increase from 3 pictures
per page to 5 pictures per
page, color front and back
cover pictures, an 8-1- 6 page
increase from the usual 200,
and new ideas to increase
revenue and to reduce a one
thousand dollar debt incurred
over the past two years, f
. ; This Index . will
. .
be a staff
effort The group holds weekly
meetings and is well organ-
ized. VanHorn predicts a good
yearbook with none of the
problems of last year.
moods, at once being charm-
ing, forceful and exquisite."
This marvelous finale is act-
ually the beginning for what
has the potential for being a
great i season for; the. new
Wooster Symphony. -
Auditions i X
Ahead
Auditions for 7776 House of
Blue Leaves, a comedy, by
John Guare,'will be held in the
Freedlander Theatre, Novem-
ber 7 and 8, from 4 to 5:30 and
7 to 9 P.M. each day.
The play will be produced
next quarter in the Shoolroy
Theatre. With the exception of
one reading, the cast will not
rehearse this quarter. All are
encouraged to try out
This is a senior Independent
Study project - v ' "
Prizo for Logo
Judges will be ' Bookstore
Manager Don Noll, Publica-
tions Director Rod Williams,
and Art Professor Arnold
Lewis. '.
Deadline for entries is mid-
night, November 11th. The
winner will be announced the
following week.
is Next Week
the lobby of Andrews Library.
Paperbacks are ' only 10
cents, hardbacks and records,
25 cents. There will be some
more expensive books and
sets.
significant rate. Statistically at
least, . programs aimed at
increasing minority graduates
are doing their job. '
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ACROSS 48 Bette Davis
Collegiate
movie.
"The Petrified
51 Clear Day..."
52 Spanish-surreali- st
'" 'painter
54 Foretokens -- . -
55 6od of war .
56 Decorative shelves
Totted up
Con ' --
.
'.
14 Make- - " -- :. - .-- . -
5 Implies -- A----.
17 tHckerwork ,
material
18 Con 'J 58 Rhythms
19 Part of BTU 60 Ann
20 Suit material V 111 fated
22 Part of ABM 61 61rl 1n
23 Expression of Graduate"
disapproval 62 Steals a
24 Textile-colori- ng --
method
(2 wds.)
-
,
--
. 63 Like some
25 Slangy pistol
26 Japan, China, etc. DOWN
, (2 wds.)
28 Choose " " . 1 Neck part.
-- 30 Like dirt roads 2 Muse of
33 M1ss Oberon 3 Field of
34 Famous astronaut 4 James Amess
37 Rater of m.p.g. ' role
38 Microwave device 5 Greek vowel
39 Calculus concept --: 6 Jerry
40 Headlight switch ---
42
occupation
Climbing vines 7 Hurt . r
43 Pause at Indy 8 Thick and(2 wds.) 9 Battery,
47 Character In 10 Terre
. "Little Women" (abbr.)
11 "And word from
our sponsor"
12 Creme de menthe
cocktails
"13 Part of an octopus
16 Skim along a
surface
21 Hosed down
24 Ridicules
Lincoln's 27 Sergeant 811 ko .
fiancee 28 Kelly
"The- - 29 TV producer Norman,
and family
astronomy
expertise :
.
'
t -Helper's,
v
sticky
terminal
Haute's, state
t
LBC Plans Outings
continued V :
New York City and on Thurs-
day, February 2, a trip to the
Ohio Ballet: co-sponso- red by-th- e
Wooster Art Center is
being slated. Two trips to the
Hanna Theatre - are being --
planned, one to see "A Chorus
Line" on
.
February 8 and a --
second to see "California
Suite" on April 20th. Spring
break promises a trip to the
Carribean if there is enough
student interest
.
:
Plans for Spring Term in-
clude an AmishTour, a trip to
Cedar Point and a possible trip
to Washington, D. C. Chair
glimpse of 31 Prefix for gram or,
graph
cells 32 Deflate, as spirits
34 Faint light
35 Paint the town red(3 wds.)
36 Leave one's
homeland
41 Dancing faux pas
44 Lacking vigor -- '
45 Certain tie score .
46 Did not bid
48 Crosses a stream
49 Watch brand
50 Adjust one's watch
53 Make eyes at
55 "It's ...world"
57 "A mouse!"
59 High note
person Blanchard emphasizes
that this year's committee is
planning a 'variety of differnt
trips with .the hope of . pro-
viding entertainment for all
types of students."
Klcvv-Spac-
o
continued .
between programming groups
and students, - faculty,, and
administration - are --welcome.
Please' contact Hal Closson,
Lowry Center Director; Stella
Fry, Lowry Center Operations
Manager; or Jane Denovchek,
Lowry - Center Administrative
Intern at X553, X559, or at the
Lowrv Center Director's office.
1 LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
If we lose our respect for any part of life, we will lose our
respect for all of life.
ALBERT SCHWEITZER
ABORTION FACTS :
Thrn most disttnguished scientifie meeting of the last decade, the First
International Conference on Abortion. 1967 decided the question of when
human life begins. These eminent biochemists, professors of obstetrics end
BYnacoiogy. and geneticists could find "no point in time between the union of
the sperm and egg. or at least the blastocyst stags and the birth of the infant at
which point we could we say this is not a human life ..The changes occuring
between implantation, a sot weeks embryo, a six month fetus, e one week old
child, and a mature adult are merely stages of development and maturation."
1 ABORTION TAKES i HUMAN UFEI
' Advertisement f
Presented by Wayne County Rirht to Life
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Fitch's key to NBA i s."l
iiope we'll be iGLjatter
position, . healthwise, this
year," he said. "There isn't a
weak team in the league."
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s
- by David Johns
Coach Kathy Moore has
been eating, sleeping, and
breathing field hockey for the
whole year, devoting every
moment to the sport. Her
intense devotion to the
Scottie team paid off well last
weekend, as Wooster
emerged from the state
tournament in second place.
The Scotties began their
exhausting schedule at 8:30
Saturday morning in Oberlin
against a strong Cedarville
team. The first part of the
game belonged to Cedarville,
who scored its only goal in
the first half. Hilary
Bohannon retaliated twice in
the second half, giveing
Wooster a 2-- 1 victory.
Cedarville later went on to
win the consolation
tournament.
"Our team was stronger
and we had better stick
work," said coach Moore.
"We had to play pretty hard
to win it."
A couple hours later the
Scotties found themselves
involved in a bitter struggle
with first seeded Denison.
Gir&fo UDWDS SGCODld ODD
strong they could ntscore
W K If '
Freshman Mary Vlahos powerized Scottie defense State
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni, Sausage, --
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VEIXX)?.IE TO W003TERI
Come See Us: -
Both teams prptected their
goals well in the first half, not
allowing a single point. Carol
Bowers sh'ot one in for
Wooster in the second half,
but Denison scored four
minutes later. Denison
missed two penalty flicks
during the game, thanks to
the incredible goal-tendi- ng
ability of Cindy Barr. Penalty
flicks, awarded to the
offensive team for a foul near
goal, are successful 90
percent of the time.
With the score tied at 1- -1
at the end of play, the team
began a series of penalty
corners (best out of six) to
determine the winner.
Neither team scored in that
session, so they began a
series of penalty flicks (best
out of five). They tied the first
round 4--4 and the second
round 3-- 3. then Wooster
won the third series 3-- 2. .
Denison dominated
offensively with 13 penalty
corners and eight shots on
goal. "Denison deserves to
be number one," said Moore,
"but because our defense is
Weekdays-6p.m.-la.- m.
Fri. Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m.
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2. Closed Tues.
'
wiiii i irrnT r m gw A- -- mMCM
t 1 f.:,S:;:!K;;!.'i..
Senior captain Cindy Barr's
the Stats Tournament ana au
The Scotties were fatigued
and nervous Saturday
morning as they prepared to
. battle Miami in the semi-
finals. Neither side was able
to score during regular play,
even though Wooster
dominated offensively,
attempting nine penalty
corners and seven shots on
goal. In the penalty corner
series after the game, Miami
scored a goal, which was
" discounted because a player
had been offsides. The first
series of penalty flicks ended
in a 3-- 3 tie, then Wooster
won the second round after
Carol Murdock scored.
The tournament ended on
'-
- an anti-climac- tic note for the
Scotties in the final game
against the University of
- Dayton. Neither team
dominated during the first
half, which ended in a 0--0 tie.
In a spectacular defensive
move during the half, Cindy
Barr " stopped yet another
penalty flick.
Dayton wasted little time
in the second half, scoring
twice in the firstsix minutes.
After that the "Scotties let
down emotionally, according
to Moore, because "we knew
we had to score three to
win." That is a difficult task
for. a low-scori- ng team like
Wooster. Dayton fired in two
t
WOniD-lVID- Z j
TRAVEL jj I
SERVICE I
TAKES YOU I
i - - -w r'W W i mm
sparkling play in goal was a major factor in Scottie success at
season. rnuw oy mr
more before the end (one .
goal came as the whistle
blew and won the game 4-,- -.
o. . r-J- "We
made too many
mistakes," said Moore.:
. "Instead of fighting back we
gave up..' - . -
But the Scotties, now
ranked number two in Ohio,
did not give up two days later ,
in a regular season game
against Kent State. Going
into the second half , Wooster
trailed 1 --a Then Hilary
Bohannon hurled the ball
into the net and the Scotties
came to life. Gay , Kelly
followedother- - lightening
: shot and Wooster won 2-- 1.
Their respectable 9-6- -1
record is largely due to the
skills of Cindv Barr, team
Volleyballero CariiCSU
by David Johns ; r' The Scottie volleyballers
piled up another streak of
victories last week, winning
five matches and losing one.
After they soundly defeated
powerful Cleveland State on
Tuesday, Wooster boasted a
1 6--4 record.
' In a drawn-o- ut contest
against Youngstown State
on Oct. 26, the Scotties won
15-- 9, 15-1- 3. 11-1- 5. 13-1- 5.
15-1- 3. Last Saturday they
traveled to Akron, where
they won another fluctua-
ting, best-out-of-fi- ve match
15-1-1, 12-1- 5. 15-- 4, 14-- 1 6,
; 15-- 8.
.
victory came more easily.ieffvtem 99
;
IN TKZ
yuoi.
caDtain. fin addition to the
leadership she give, Cindy is
one of the strongest
goalkeepers in the state,"
said Moore. "Other teams
know she. is good and are
forced to put the ball into the
'corner."
Another talented player is
Wendy Myers, center back.
"She is a very steady player
with excellent stick work,"
acording to Moore. "When
the ball comes down the side
and other people miss it she
gets it."
Playing the inner right
position is Carol Bowers,
who Moore calls a consistent
player. "She knows where to
be to cut for the ball and does
a good job of. feeding other
players."!
on Halloween, as the
Scotties spooked their
opponents in a triple match.
Oberlin, the. host, was
humiliated 1 2-1- 5, 4--1 5, and
Balwin-Wallac- e lost 12-1- 5,
15-12.2-- 15.
-
Ashland has been a thorn
in the. side all year and
Tuesday evening was no
exception. They are no better
than Wooster offensively or
defensively, but ; somehow
they manage to squeak by
the Scotties in three contests
this season. Ashland won
the latest match 1 5-- 9, 11-1- 5,
15-5- .-
The Scotties bounced back
continued on page 11
mmwm vmmmmw
Ccmcra Chap
HAH A3A IKU -
SPECIAL ON
0X10 COLOR PRINTS
3 FOR THE PRICE OF 2
i ai eiWai fi
V
Scotties Stockpilo Victories
continued from pase 10
an extremely .emotional,
well-play- ed match. Prior to
the match, CSU had been
rated number two among
large universities in Ohio.
Number one is Ohio State,
Big 10 champion in women's
volleyball. Most of Cleveland
aiare s voiievDaners play
year-roun- d and have years of
experience. - r ;--.
Before Dlavina Wonster In"'
the final game of the triple
match, CSU beat Ashland
.tr t 4 fr .- -. rt i
an early 5-- 1 lead in the first
game against the Scotties,
but the tables were" soon
turned. Wooster excelled in
defense, turning back spikes
at the net before they could
do any damage. The Scotties
crept up on their lead after
several sharp spikes by Laura
Page, and won the game 1 5--
W CSU won the next game
15-1- 1, but Wooster got ahold
of itself in the final game.
They coordinated their
defense and spiked welLat
the net The Scotties jumped
out to an early 3-- 0 lead, and
stayed on top for the rest of
the game by playing
consistently. The final score I
was 15-- 8.
uur serving made a
difference, said coach Jim
Collier about the Vnatch. "We
kept 'em in the back row."
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Scots Face Mount
by Dave KoDDenhaver
The Scot soccer team, led
by senior Key Akintunde's
second half hat : trick, over-
whelmed visiting Earlham
..
.College, 4--1, Saturday. The
win extended their . current
.
streak to six and the goal cut
-
their shutout string at three.
Though Akintunde's offen-
sive outburst paved the Scots'
victory path, it was fellow
.forward. Chuck Allan who
started them on their way.
With slightly over two
minutes remaining in a closely
contested first half the Scots
were awarded a corner. Doug .
Goodwin looped the ball out-
side the penalty area in the
center of the field. There it met
a Scot fullback's head and
floated toward the right goal
post The. freshman Allan,
streaking in from the right .
side, intercepted the ball in
flight and headed it into the
opposite corner of the goal.
The half ended, 1-- 0, Woo- -'
ster. :
The second period ' was
barely two minutes old before
Key unlocked the Scot scoring
gate. After sitting out almost
This week's Scot Sports schedule:
Football (4--3) vs. Ohio Northern Sat, Nov. 5, away.
Soccer (10-3- ) vs. Mt Union Sat Nov - K
Cross country (4--2) finished sixth at the OAC Championships.
Field hockey (10-6-1- ); finished second in the State Tourney) vs.
Ohio University Sat.. Nov. 5. mt hom 1 n m
Volleyball (17-4- ) vs. Mt StJ
vvaiiace ar., nov. o, at home. 11 a.m. and at the State
tournament inurs. - Sat. Nov.
Swimming (4--3) idle.
THREADS
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS:
- Flares - $12.00
Big Bells - $12.00
Cord-Flar- es
- $12.00
Cord Straight Legs - $12.50
Straight Leg Denim - $12.50
$12.50
Boot Cut -- ,$ 1 2.50
Levi Men's Shirts - Save $3.00
Save $5.00 on
tops, sweaters,
half of the Initial period with a
spike-injure- d right foot he was
eager to get back to work.
Fullback Kevin Kolich hit a
low line drive off a free kick
and Akintunde controlled it 15
yards from the goal. He drew
.
the goalie out and then
popped it past him into the
gaping goal mouth.
Shortly thereafter senior
wing Matt Lawrence made a
fine run off a throw-i- n play.
Dribbling the ball to the base-
line and drawing Earlham's
defense with him, ha dropped
the back pass to the free
Akintunde, who drilled home
an 18-yard-er.
Earlham made an abbrevi-
ated comeback bid with less
than 15 minutes remaining.
Offensive 'main man'' Dave
Colter displayed some master-
ful ballhandling as he dribbled
around several Scot defend-
ers. --Goalie Doug Flannelly
charged but Colter sneaked
the shot past him, thereby
ending Wooster's whitewash
act-- :
Akintunde made the final
Scot reply.
.
Bruce Brown
pushed a pass through some
Joseoh. Davton and Ralrfuuin.
10-1- 2.
LIBERATED
all Levi for girls
and jeans
1 SO N. Welnwf St-
- Weoater
For Title
'-
- traffic in front of the goal and
Key again beat the charging
goalie.
.
"There was some great
soccer played out there
today," said an obviously
pleased Bob Nye. "Earlham is
a patterned team much like
ourselves and it made for a
well-play- ed game.
"We did some things ' In
passing and shooting we
haven't done all year. It was
especially gratifying to see the
team do things we had just
worked on in practice this
week. Our third goal came on
one of those plays."
Adding to coach Nye's
pleasure was yet another
record. The team has already
set a shutout season record
and Nye passed the 100 career
victory total. This win, number
ten of the season against three
losses, tied a Scot regular
season record.
Still, with as fine a season as
Wooster has. run up. It is all
coming down to that pro-
verbial last game Saturday
when the Scots must face
Mount Union in Alliance. A
continued on page 12
Flair Travol
Consultants
343 E. BOWMAN ST,
.'
For Your
Convenience --
Just off the College
Campus For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs
TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
Morch7-2l- , W8
Course credit offered
See Or. Shutz
CALL
264-650- 5
COCO
DINO'S
DRIVE -- THRU
Pizza,
.
Beer-Wi- ne
Champagne ,
11:00 to 11:00
phone: 262-044- 4
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.
by Bill Wolle
it was a long time coming,
but it was oh-s- o nice to
finally be able to tuck win
number four under the beltl
After three straight second
half collapses, the Scots took
charge following inter- -
Scots' willingness to mix it
; mission ' to turn ' a : 7-- 7
deadlock into a 24--7 triumph
over Heidelberg Saturday.
Senior punter Pete Moore
achieved another milestone
in the third quarter when he
broke the OAC record for
career total punting yardage.
Moore," now the holder . of
virtually every OAC punting
mark, has booted for 8,457
yards during his career, with
two games left to add to that
total.
Those contests are big
ones for the Scots. Wooster
currently has a 4-- 3 mark, and
a pair of wins would truly
make it a fine season for the
Scots. Tomorrow's matchup
up in Ada with Ohio Northern
should be an emotional one.
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especially
'
for Coach Tom
Hollman. It wil' be a
homecoming of sorts for
Hollman, who just last year
served as defensive
coordinator for the Polar
' "Bears.
Ohio Northern began the
up has paid off in winning season. Photo by Mark Snyder
campaign . with . 20 seniors .
and 1 5 regulars returning,
and high hopes for copping
the OAC Red Division Crown. "
Following last Saturday's 35-1-8
loss to Muskingum,
however, the Polar Bears
found themselves . saddled
with a 1- -6 record. :.
- Wooster has fared better in
this rivalry, capturing six out
of eight games, but the Bears
came away from last year's
clash with a 9-- 6 victory.
ONU's offense is triggered by
a ferocious passing attack,
with both Bob Taylor and Tim
Greene sharing the quarter-
back job. Mike Martin, who
grabbed a scoring pass
against the Scots a year ago,
is back and currently leading
CENTER
fVr A
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haircutting 7?
R -
K for Men
hair analysis Vldal Sassoon
262-58- 48 2 locations 294-82-01
345 N. Market s. Bever-Rama- da Inn
SlIllllGllK
the entire OAC in pass
receptions.
The Scots will have their
hands full trying to move the
ball.-- In 1976 the Bear's
defensive unit corraled the
Scots, and more than half of
the starters are back from
& v f.
that group. :- -'
- However, honors are due
for last Saturday's perform-
ance. Wooster's second half
outburst no doubt provided
tempdfary relief tor the
aches and r pains of the
elderly among the 4200 who
turned out for Senior
Citizens' Day at Severance
Scots at Mount
continued from page 11
loss would set 1 up the . pos-
sibility of a three-wa- y tie with:
Oberlin and Mount and prob-
ably leave it up to ' Ohio
. Conference Northern Division
coaches to decide.who would
represent them in the cham-
pionship. --'
"We'll be going in there
tough,''coach Nye said firmly.,.
"We got a chance to put a lot
of people into the game
against Earlham and we've got
a few more things ready to go
now."
Stadium.
The Scots wasted no time
getting their act together.
They marched 76 yards for a
touchdown on their initial .
possession. Rich Leone, who
racked up 88 yards to lead all
rushers, knifed over from the
three to put Wooster on the
board, and Kevin Lynch
converted for a 7-- 0 Scot lead.
' Late in the first quarter.
Heidelberg scored their only,
points of the afternoon on a
fluke play. On an attempted
punt return, somehow . the
ball glanced off Tim Jackson
at the Wooster five-yar- d line,
rolled into the endzone, and
was pounced on by a mob of
1
" Public Square
"
" Phone 262-588- 6 J
JOB OPENINGS AT SKI RESORT
Brondywine Ski Resort has full-tim- e jobs inside or outside for singles or couples
JJwho can drop out winter quarter. Pay from $2.50 to $3.50 per hour; living quarters
available. Also part-tim- e jobs, your hours. January and February only. Also needed are
ski instructors or good
apprentice-instructo- r class
skiers who con leorn instructor. routine at preseason
held on weekends. ... Box 343, Northfield, Ohio 44067, or
m phone 2 16-467- -8 198 (Cleveland) or 216-434-91- 78 (Akron).
fed;
' Freshman QU Tim Raff
Student Princes. The point
after was good, and the score
was 7-- 7, where it remained
at intermission.
Tim Jackson, apparently
determined to make up for
two fumbled punt returns,
provided the spark to get the
Scots going in " the Third
period. On third down from,
the Wooster 48, Tim Raffel
hit Jackson for what seemed
f The
',
.
;
Dream a little. Play a little,
We have hobbies and crafts
r ":
--
'prices.
; k
n
to be a 20-ya- rd gain, but the
speedy
.
Jackson put some
moves on the Heidelberg
secondary and turned the
play into a touchdown. With
Lynch 's kick, the Scots took a
1 4--7 lead, which was all they
were to need. -
Wooster iced i the cake
early in the fourth quarter
when Leone plunged ' over
from the one for his second
touchdown of the day. Lynch
split the uprights, and the
Scots were up 21-- 7,
Chris Romano wrapped up
the scoring with a 28-ya- rd
field goal, and the Scots had
finally gotten back onto the
right track after three weeks
.11 i
el show winning form.
of drought
This year the Scots feature
a balanced backfield, with
Ron - Lingenfelter, Leone,
George Anderson, and Jim
Powers having piled up totals
of 429, 375, 275, and 245
yard rushing, . respectively.
Obviously Coach Hollman
has more than one capable
back on which to depend.
- There can be ho resting on
laurels yet, however, you can
bet Coach Hollman would
like nothing more than to lick
his old school tomorrow.
. Let's all hope his return is a
triumphant onel ;
Great American
"ESCAPE ,-- . . :, ;" v .:
but most of alt, relax and enjoy!
for the whole family at family
"'
-- 5
Take advantage of old-fashion-ed service - come in,
browse, ask questions and check out our amazing fine of
stock!- - - -- ' - ""
Treasure House Hobbles .
Phone 2 1 6264--3 1 33 236 W. Liberty St.
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